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ABSTRACT

The Department of Energy (DOE) designated the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) as a
National Scientific User Facility (NSUF) in April 2007 to support U.S. leadership in nuclear
science and technology. By attracting new research users - universities, laboratories, and industry
- the ATR will support basic and applied nuclear research and development, further advancing the
nation's energy security needs. A key component of the ATR NSUF effort is to prove new in-pile
instrumentation techniques that are capable of providing real-time measurements of key
parameters during irradiation. To address this need, an assessment of instrumentation available
and under-development at other test reactors has been completed. Based on this review,
recommendations are made with respect to what instrumentation is needed at the ATR and a
strategy has been developed for obtaining these sensors. Progress toward implementing this
strategy is reported in this document. It is anticipated that this report will be updated on an annual
basis. 
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  EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Department of Energy (DOE) designated the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) as a
National Scientific User Facility (NSUF) in April 2007 to support the growth of nuclear science
and technology in the United States (U.S.) By attracting new research users - universities,
laboratories, and industry - the ATR will facilitate basic and applied nuclear research and
development, further advancing the nation's energy security needs. A key component of the ATR
NSUF effort is to develop new in-pile instrumentation techniques that are capable of providing
real-time measurements of key parameters during irradiation. It is recognized that new in-pile
instrumentation will enhance the ATR’s ability to attract new customers from the commercial
power, defense, and manufacturing sectors. This report identifies what instrumentation is needed
and presents a strategy for obtaining these sensors. Progress toward implementing this strategy is
also reported.

As noted within this document, the ATR is unique with respect to irradiation testing capabili-
ties. The test volumes and flux levels in each of its irradiation locations [Static Capsules, Instru-
mented Lead Tests, and Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) loops] are unsurpassed by few, if any,
test reactors in the world. Despite its long history for developing highly specialized instrumenta-
tion to meet demands of customers conducting unique tests in one-of-a-kind test facilities, INL
instrumentation research funding decreased significantly in the 1980s when large nuclear test
facility programs ended. Until recently, ATR irradiations relied primarily on commercial vendors
for instrumentation. 

In 2004, an effort was restarted that allowed INL to develop unique instrumentation required
for ATR irradiations. INL efforts to enhance ATR instrumentation began by first completing a
review to identify instrumentation available to users at other test reactors located in the U.S. and
abroad. Table ES-1 summarizes results from this review. The column labeled “Technology Avail-
able at ATR” indicates the types of sensors   currently available to ATR users. The column “Pro-
posed Advanced Technology” includes two categories: “Available at Other Reactors” identifies
several technologies employed at other test reactors that could be adapted to enhance ATR instru-
mentation capabilities. The column labeled “Developmental” under “Proposed Instrumentation
Advancement” lists developmental or non-nuclear technologies that could be used in ATR irradi-
ation tests. Technologies listed in this column are considered to be less “ready” for implementa-
tion. Blue text denotes the instrumentation currently being pursued as part of ATR NSUF research
activities, and red text denotes new instrumentation developed by INL and deployed in the ATR.
Note that many of these instrumentation development efforts are in collaboration with other orga-
nizations. The instrumentation currently being evaluated for the ATR NSUF (denoted by blue text
in Table ES-1) was selected based on anticipated user needs and 'technology readiness' (providing
ATR users needed instrumentation in the near-term). 
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For example, other test reactors have sensors available for real-time detection of parameters
such as neutron flux (thermal and fast) and geometry changes (length and diameter). As indicated
by the blue text in Table ES-1, efforts are underway to explore using these technologies at the
ATR. However, it should be noted that adapting instrumentation used at other test reactors often

Table ES-1.  Instrumentation available at ATR and proposed advanced technologies.

Parameter
Location

ATR Technology
Proposed Advanced Technology

Static 
Capsule

Instr. 
Lead

PWR
Loop

Available at Other 
Reactors Developmental

Temperature � � � -Melt wires (peak)
-Paint spots (peak)
-SiC Temperature 
Monitors (range)

-Wirelessa

a. Although listed under temperature, wireless technologies could be pursued for many parameters. 

� � -Thermocouples 
(Type N, K, Cb, and 
HTIR-TCs)

b. Type C thermocouple use requires a “correction factor” to correct for decalibration during irradiation.

- Fiber Optics 
-Ultrasonic Thermometers 

Thermal 
Conductivity

� � -Out-of-pile 
examinations

-Degradation using signal 
changes in thermocouples

-Hot wire techniques

Fluence 
(neutron)

� � � -Flux wires (Fe, Ni, 
Nb)

-Activating foil dosimeters

� � -Self-Powered Neutron 
Detectors (SPNDs)
-Subminiature / miniature 
fission chambers 

Gamma
Heating

� � -Degradation using signal 
changes in thermocouples

Dimensional � � � -Out-of-pile 
examinations

� � -LVDTs (stressed and 
unstressed)
-Diameter gauge 
-Hyper-frequency 
resonant cavities

- Ultrasonic Transducers
-Fiber Optics 

Fission Gas 
(Amount,
Composition)

� � -Gas 
Chromatography
-Pressure sensors
-Gamma detectors / 
Sampling 

-LVDT-based pressure 
gauge

-Acoustic measurements 
with high-frequency 
echography 

Loop 
Pressure

� -Differential pressure 
transmitters
-Pressure gauges 
with impulse lines

Loop 
Flowrate

� -Flow venturis
-Orifice plates

Loop Water 
Chemistry

� -Off-line sampling /
analysis

-Electrical chemical 
potential probes

Crud 
Deposition

� -Out-of-pile 
examinations

-Diameter gauge with 
neutron detectors and 
thermocouples 

Crack Growth 
Rate

� -Out-of-pile 
examinations

-Direct Current Potential 
(DCP) drop technique
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requires laboratory demonstrations because of ATR-specific irradiation conditions (e.g., higher
neutron fluxes, higher temperatures, etc.) and test capsule geometries. 

Section 4 provides detailed information about instrumentation available and under develop-
ment at other test reactors. Table ES-2 highlights existing and developmental sensors provided by
four countries with sophisticated instrumentation available at their test reactors. As reported in
Section 4 of this document, several test reactor programs in Europe and Asia, such as the Institute
for Energy Technology at the Halden Reactor Program (IFE-HRP) have maintained their instru-
mentation development and evaluation research capability. The Japan Atomic Energy Agency and
Studiecentrum voor Kernenergie • Centre d'Étude de l'énergie Nucléaire (SCK·CEN) also offer a
suite of instrumentation to users performing irradiations in their test reactors. Finally, the french
Atomic Energy Commission (CEA), which supports the existing OSIRIS test reactor and the new
Jules Horowitz Reactor, not only offer users a suite of instrumentation, but are rapidly trying to
increasing their capabilities. Clearly, if the INL wishes the ATR to remain competitive, enhanced
instrumentation must be made available to its users. 
Table ES-2.  Instrumentation technologies at IFE-HRP, CEA, SCK-CEN, and JAEA

Research 
Organization/

Country

Technology

Sensor Parameter Detection Status

Institute for Energy 
Technology (IFE-
HRP)/ Norway

LVDT (stressed with 
bellows and 
unstressed)

Length / Creep-
induced elongation

Operational (Enhancements explored with 
CEA and INL)

Diameter
Thermocouples (Type 
K, N, and C) 

Temperature and 
Thermal conductivity 
degradation

Operational (Subject to high temperature or 
transmutation-induced signal degradation)
Can place in previously irradiated fuel rods.

SPNDs Thermal flux, power, 
fuel heatup rate

Operational

Electrical chemical 
potential probes

Water chemistry Operational

Gamma thermometers Gamma flux Operational
DCP drop method with 
CT specimens and 
bellows loading

Crack growth Operational

Commissariat à 
l’Energie Atomique 
(CEA)/France

Fission Chambers 
(Miniature and 
Subminiature)

Thermal and fast flux Operational (fast detectors still being qualified 
for long duration tests in high fluxes)

Activating Foils Integral flux Operational (desires comparisons with other 
test reactors)

Thermocouples Temperature Type K, N, and C TCs - Operational (Subject 
to high temperature or transmutation-induced 
degradation); Can place in previously 
irradiated fuel rods.
Doped Mo/Nb - Under development (limited 
long-duration testing and no irradiation 
testing)

Piezoelectric Fission gas 
composition

Under development (evaluation piezoelectric 
degradation)

LVDTs (stressed with 
bellows and 
unstressed)

Length / Creep-
induced elongation

Operational with additional development 
underway (testing enhanced IFE-HRP LVDTs 
with and without bellows)

Diameter Under development ((testing enhanced IFE-
HRP LVDTs)
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It should be noted that the philosophy for obtaining sensors differs in these four countries.
Although JAEA does not fabricate any sensors at their own facilities, all sensors are procured
from Japanese vendors. IFE-HRP fabricates many of their own sensors, such as Linear Variable
Differential Transformer (LVDT)-based detection technologies. Although IFE-HRP has in-house
capabilities for fabricating Self-Powered Neutron Detectors (SPNDs) and thermocouples, they
often procure these sensors from foreign vendors. SCK-CEN appears to procure all sensors from
external vendors, and CEA appears to primarily focus on procuring sensors from French vendors,
although some exceptions exist such as the LVDTs obtained from IFE-HRP. At this point, it is
planned for INL to maintain some in-house capability but to rely on vendors with proven
technologies. Nevertheless, it is planned to identify multiple sources for each type of detector
pursued by INL.

An instrumentation research and development plan was developed in 2007 so that ATR users
have access to enhanced real-time in-pile sensors, comparable to (and, in some cases, superior to)
that available at other materials and test reactors, by 2015. Figure ES-1 presents the schedule for
developing and demonstrating this instrumentation. There are three major activities identified:
“Nearer-Term Instrumentation Development”, “Developmental Technologies”, and “Irradiation
Capsule / Test Train Deployment”. Qualitative judgments with respect to ATR capabilities com-
pared to other test reactors are shown at the bottom of this figure. As indicated, it is hoped to have
comparable instrumentation by Fiscal Year 2012 (FY12) and “world class” (e.g., comparable, and

Studiecentrum voor 
Kernenergie • Centre 
d'Étude de l'énergie 
Nucléaire (SCK·CEN)

Fission Chambers 
(down to 1.5 mm 
diameter)

Thermal and fast flux Participating in qualification testing, but not 
clear that all detectors are available for BR-2 
tests.

Fiber Optics Length Under development
LVDTs (stressed with 
bellows and 
unstressed)

Length / Creep-
induced elongation

Participating in qualification testing, but not 
clear that all detectors are available for BR-2 
tests.

Japan Atomic Energy 
Agency / Japan

Fission Chambers (1.8 
mm diameter)

Thermal flux (with U-
235 deposits)

Participating in qualification testing, but not 
clear that all detectors are available for BR-2 
tests.

SPNDs Thermal flux (Rh, Co, 
and Pt-40%Rh 
emitters)

Operational

Flux wires Integral fast (Fe) and 
thermal (AL-Co, V-Co, 
and Ti-Co) flux

Thermocouples (Type 
K, N, and C) 

Temperature Operational (Subject to high temperature or 
transmutation-induced signal degradation)
Can place in previously irradiated fuel rods.

LVDT (stressed with 
bellows and 
unstressed)

Length / Creep-
induced elongation

Operational (using Japanese-made LVDTs 
and bellows)

Diameter
DCP drop method with 
CT specimens and 
bellows loading

Crack growth Operational

Table ES-2.  Instrumentation technologies at IFE-HRP, CEA, SCK-CEN, and JAEA
Research 

Organization/
Country

Technology

Sensor Parameter Detection Status
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in some cases, superior) irradiation capabilities by FY15. As noted in Section 5, sensor develop-
ment activities have been prioritized based on user need and technology readiness. In addition,
sensor development and evaluation activities rely heavily on collaborations with foreign organiza-
tions and universities. Collaborations with other research organizations, such as IFE-HRP and
CEA, have been established by INL to maximize the benefit from research expenditures. 

Table ES-3 summarizes the status of on-going sensor development and evaluation efforts
at INL shown in Figure ES-1. Most of these activities are conducted in INL’s High Temperature
Test Laboratory (HTTL) which has specialized equipment and trained staff for sensor fabrication
and evaluation. As noted above, many of these activities are collaborative efforts with other
research organizations, such as IFE-HRP and CEA. In addition, collaborations have also been
initiated with universities possessing specialized capabilities in sensor development and
evaluation areas, such as the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Idaho State University
(ISU), Utah State University (USU), and the Pennsylvania State University (PSU). More detailed
information about the status of various sensor development activities are provided in Section 6.

Figure   ES-1.   Current schedule for ATR NSUF advanced instrumentation research and development.

FY08 FY09 FY10 FY11 FY12 FY13

EVAL. AND IMPROVEMENTS

EVAL. AND IMPROVEMENTS

EVALUATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS

DESIGN,/FAB./INSTALL

DESIGN/FAB./INSTALL

FY14

IRRAD. TESTING

CAPSULE IRRAD. TESTING

CAPSULE AND LOOP IRRAD. TESTING

EVALUATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS LOOP IRRAD. TESTING

*Irradiation testing for some technologies to be determined based on evaluation 
results and user priorities.

Nearer-Term Technologies
Temperature - HTIR-TCs
Temperature - SiC Temperature Monitors
Thermal Conductivity - HTIR-TCs and Hot Wire Probe

Length - LVDTs
Diameter - LVDT-based Diameter Gauge

Creep Testing 
Neutron Flux - SPNDs, Fission Chambers, etc.
Gamma Flux - calorimeters, gamma thermometers

Crack Growth - Direct Current Potential Drop
Fission Gas (LVDT-based pressure gauge, sampling)

Developmental Technologies*
Temperature - Ultrasonic Thermometers
Temperature - Fiber Optics
Fission Gas - High Frequency Echography
Crack Init iation and Growth - Fiber Optics
Crack Init iation and Growth - Ultrasonic
Wireless Techniques for Signal Transfer

Instrumentation Irradiation Test Rigs
Instrumented Lead Capsule
Water Loop

Key parameter instrumentation comparable to other test reactors

Demonstrated 'world class' instrumentation and irradiation capabilities

EVALUATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS IRRAD. TESTING

EVALUATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS

EVALUATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS

EVALUATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS

EVALUATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS
IRRAD. TESTING

EVAL. AND IMPROVEMENTS LOOP IRRAD. TESTING

EVALUATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS

EVALUATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS
IRRAD. TESTING

EVALUATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS
CAPSUILE AND LOOP IRRAD. TESTING

EVALUATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS
LOOP IRRAD. TESTING

EVALUATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS
CAPSULE IRRAD. TESTING

EVALUATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS
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As indicated Table ES-3 (and in Section 6), all of the instrumentation development
activities were completed as planned during FY09. If proposed funding levels are maintained, it is
anticipated that the Figure ES-1 schedule for this effort will continue to be fulfilled.

Table ES-3.  ATR NSUF sensor development and evaluation effort status.
Parameter Sensor Status

Temperature High Temperature Irradia-
tion Resistant Thermocou-
ples (HTIR-TCs) 

Initial out-of-pile testing completed. In-pile testing (in the AGR-1 gas 
reactor fuel irradiation test) and sensor enhancement evaluations 
underway to increase reliability for higher temperature (up to 
1800 °C applications)

Silicon Carbide Tempera-
ture Monitors

Initial in-pile irradiations underway. Development and evaluation of 
post-irradiation measurement capability underway.

Fiber-Opticsa

a. Fiber optics also offer the potential to measure geometry changes and crack propagation.

Initial testing completed by a vendor. Additional out-of-pile and in-pile 
testing investigated as part of several STTR/SBIR projects. Because 
of cost considerations, Phase II R&D to be pursued by a vendor at 
the MIT research reactor.

Thermal 
Conductivity

Dual thermocouples Initial laboratory testing underway as a collaborative effort between 
IFE-HRP, USU, and INL. Anticipate that inclusion of HTIR-TCs could 
allow detection at higher temperatures than current methods used by 
IFE-HRP.

Hot-wire method Initial laboratory testing underway as a collaborative effort with USU 
and INL. Anticipated that inclusion of HTIR-TCs could allow detec-
tion at higher temperatures.

Elongation, Crud 
deposition, Corro-
sion

LVDTsa Out-of-pile testing underway as a collaborative effort between IFE-
HRP and INL. 

Ultrasonic Transducers 
(UTs)

Scoping tests completed and prototype conceptual design devel-
oped; additional prototype out-of-pile testing funded in FY10 as a 
collaborative effort between PSU and INL. 

In-pile Creep 
Test Rig

LVDT-based rig with bel-
lows

Design developed as a collaborative effort between IFE-HRP, 
KAERI, and INL. Prototype being manufactured for evaluations in 
FY10.

Neutron Flux SPNDs and Fission 
Chambers

Proposal for new activity awarded for FY10 as a CEA, ISU, and INL 
collaborative effort.

Crack propagation Direct current potential 
drop method with CT 
specimens a

Preliminary design (based on HRP method) developed by MIT.
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1.  INTRODUCTION

The Department of Energy (DOE) designated the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) as a
National Scientific User Facility (NSUF) in April 2007 to support U.S. leadership in nuclear
science and technology. By attracting new research users - universities, laboratories, and industry
- the ATR will support basic and applied nuclear research and development, further advancing the
nation's energy security needs. A key component of the ATR NSUF effort is to prove new in-pile
instrumentation techniques that are capable of providing real-time measurements of key
parameters during irradiation. This report identifies what instrumentation is needed and presents a
strategy for obtaining these sensors. Progress toward implementing this strategy is also reported.

1.1.  Background

The ATR is a pressurized, light-water moderated, beryllium-reflected research reactor
located at the Idaho National Laboratory (INL) Reactor Technology Complex (RTC). Its ability to
produce an extremely high neutron flux makes it possible to subject materials to the equivalent of
years of radiation exposure, as would take place in a commercial nuclear reactor, in a matter of
weeks or months. The ATR core design allows many experiments to run concurrently, with each
experiment receiving a different and carefully controlled level of neutron irradiation. Originally
commissioned in 1967 to evaluate fuels and materials performance for the Navy Nuclear
Propulsion Program, the ATR is expected to continue operating until at least 2050.

As noted above, DOE’s decision to designate the ATR as a NSUF is expected to increase
the ATR’s customer base, although it is anticipated that irradiations will still primarily support
nuclear science and technology programs. New in-pile instrumentation will enhance the ATR’s
ability to attract new customers from the commercial power, defense, and manufacturing sectors.

1.2.  Motivation

As noted above, it is recognized that new instrumentation techniques are needed to support
ATR in-pile irradiations. For decades, irradiation tests at material test reactors (MTRs) have used
in-pile instrumentation to measure parameters, such as temperature, dimensional changes, fission
gas release, neutron fluence, and gamma heating. However, most in-pile instrumentation was
developed decades ago, and efforts to enhance in-pile instrumentation were reduced in the 1980s.
Furthermore, in several cases, ATR instrumentation for in-pile testing lags behind instrumentation
available at other materials test reactors. Hence, a key component of the ATR NSUF is to develop,
fabricate, and demonstrate the performance of new real-time sensor technologies required to mea-
sure key parameters for irradiation testing. 

As discussed in this report, INL’s existing High Temperature Test Laboratory (HTTL) is a
unique facility for developing, fabricating, and performing laboratory demonstrations of proposed
new instrumentation. This facility already features specialized sensor fabrication and evaluation
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equipment and trained staff with an established reputation for fabricating unique sensors. The
HTTL is playing a key role in helping the ATR obtain the instrumentation needed to become a
‘world class’ NSUF.

1.3.  Report Content

As a first step in this effort, a review was completed to document what in-pile
instrumentation is currently available at the ATR and other material test reactors and what
instrumentation could be developed or transferred from other applications to enhance in-pile
irradiation testing. This report documents results from this review. Section 2 provides an
overview of irradiation locations available in the ATR, what materials are typically irradiated for
various experimental configurations, and what instrumentation is typically available for each
configuration. Section 3 highlights irradiation capabilities of other test reactors in the U.S. and
abroad. As part of this overview, instrumentation typically used in these reactors is described
along with efforts to develop new instrumentation to support these test reactors. Section 4
summarizes instrumentation currently used to support test reactor programs and on-going efforts
to enhance this instrumentation at non-INL locations. This section also identifies efforts to
develop innovative instrumentation that could enhance data obtained from in-pile irradiations and
discusses what steps are required to demonstrate their viability. Section 5 outlines a program for
obtaining all of the higher priority instrumentation, based on customer input, required for near-
term and long term irradiations at ATR and other test reactors. Where possible, potential
collaborators are identified for obtaining this instrumentation. Section 6 summarizes INL progress
on accomplishing objectives in the plan presented in Section 5, identifying new in-pile
instrumentation researched by INL to support ATR irradiations and reporting on the status of each
research effort. References for this document are listed in Section 7. 
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2.  ATR DESIGN AND IRRADIATION LOCATIONS

This section provides an overview of irradiation locations available in the ATR, what materi-
als are typically irradiated in representative experimental configurations, and what instrumenta-
tion is typically available for each configuration.

2.1.  Design Features

The ATR is a versatile tool in which a variety of nuclear reactor, nuclear physics, reactor fuel,
and structural material irradiation experiments can be conducted. The cumulative effect of years
of irradiation in a commercial power reactor can be duplicated in a few weeks or months in the
ATR due to its unique design, power density, and operating flexibility. The reactor was designed
to provide a large number of large-volume, high-flux test locations. Key ATR operating character-
istics are listed in Table 2-1.1 through 5

Table 2-1.  Key ATR characteristics
Parameter Value

Reactor:
Thermal power 250 MWth

a

a. Maximum assigned power. ATR is seldom operated above 110 MWth.

Power density 1.0 MW/liter
Maximum thermal neutron flux 1.0 x 1015 n/cm2-secb

b. Parameters based on the full 250 MWth power level. Values proportionally reduced for lower 
reactor power levels.

Maximum fast flux 5.0 x 1014 n/cm2-secb

Number of flux traps 9
Number of experiment positions 68c

c. Only 66 available for irradiations.

Core:
Number of fuel assemblies 40
Fuel material UAl in aluminum matrix
Active length of assemblies 1.22 m (4 feet)
Number of fuel plates per assembly 19
Uranium-235 content of an assembly 1075 g
Total core load 43 kgd

d. Total U-235 always less due to burn-up.

Coolant:
Design pressure 2.7 MPa (390 psig)
Design temperature 115 °C (240 °F)

Reactor Coolant:
Light water maximum coolant flow rate 3.09 m3/s (49,000 gpm)
Coolant temperature (operating) < 52 °C (125°F) inlet, 71 °C (160°F) outlet
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Designed to simulate long neutron radiation exposures in a short period of time, the ATR’s
maximum thermal power rating is 250 MWth with a maximum unperturbed thermal neutron flux
of 1 x1015 n/cm2-s. Since most contemporary experimental objectives do not require the limits of
its operational capability, the ATR typically operates at lower power levels (nominally
110 MWth). The ATR operates ~75% of the year, in cycles that average seven weeks in length,
with outages lasting one or two weeks. 

The ATR is cooled by pressurized (2.5 MPa/360 psig) water that enters the reactor vessel bot-
tom at an average temperature of 52 °C (125 °F), flows up outside cylindrical tanks that support
and contain the core, passes through concentric thermal shields into the open part of the vessel,
then flows down through the core to a flow distribution tank below the core. When the reactor is
operating at full power, the primary coolant exits the vessel at a temperature of 71 °C/(160 °C). 

Figure 2-1 shows a cross section of the ATR core. This core consists of 40 curved plate fuel
elements arranged in a serpentine arrangement, around a 3 x 3 array of primary testing locations,
the high-intensity neutron flux traps. The unique ATR control device design permits large power
variations among its nine flux traps using a combination of control cylinders (drums) and neck
shim rods. The beryllium control cylinders contain hafnium plates that can be rotated toward and
away from the core, and hafnium shim rods, which withdraw vertically, can be individually
inserted or withdrawn for minor power adjustments. Within bounds, the power level in each cor-
ner lobe of the reactor can be controlled independently to allow for different power and flux levels
in the four corner lobes during the same operating cycle. 

In summary, some of the key ATR design features include:

• Large test volumes - up to 48” long and up to 5.0” diameter
• Large number (e.g., 75) irradiation positions available for testing
• High neutron flux - up to 1 x 1015 n/cm2-s thermal, up to 5 x 1014 n/cm2-s fast
• Variety of fast/thermal flux ratios (0.1 to 1.0)
• Constant axial power profile - rotating control drums instead of vertical control rods
• Individual experiment control, including power tilt capability - different power levels for

experiments in the same operating cycle
• Frequent experiment changes
• Core internals replacement every 7 to 10 years - all core internal equipment is replaced
• Solid stainless steel reactor vessel position - 48” from the active core region to minimize

vessel embrittlement
• High reactor availability
• Accelerated testing for fuels and materials

Clearly, this reactor design offers advantages not available at other test reactors. With additional 
in-pile instrumentation to support these testing capabilities, it should be possible to more fully uti-
lize features offered by this reactor user facility.
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2.2.  Irradiation Locations

As shown in Figure 2-1, the curved fuel arrangement of the ATR places reactor fuel closer on
all sides of the flux trap positions than is possible in a rectangular grid. The ATR has nine of these
high-intensity neutron flux traps and 66 additional irradiation positions inside the reactor core
reflector tank. In addition, there are also two capsule irradiation tanks outside the core with 34
additional low-flux irradiation positions. It should also be noted that a Hydraulic Shuttle Irradia-
tion System (HSIS), more commonly referred to as a “Rabbit”, testing capability was recently
installed in the ATR to restore the reactor’s capability to perform irradiations of small capsules in

Figure 2-1.  ATR core cross section identifying irradiation locations.
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selected “B” positions of the reactor for materials research, rapid activations, isotope production.
It is expected that this system will become available to users in 2010. 

Irradiated samples are enclosed in test capsules that are then typically placed in a basket to
facilitate positioning within the reactor. There are three basic types of test assembly configura-
tions currently used in the ATR: 

• Static Capsule Experiment
• Instrumented Lead Experiment
• Pressurized Water Loop Experiment

Brief descriptions of the three types of test configurations are provided below along with repre-
sentative materials typically irradiated and instrumentation included.

2.2.1.  Static Capsule Experiment

A static capsule experiment may contain a number of small samples, or particularly, if a large
“I” position is used, it may contain engineered components. In static capsule experiments, the
material to be irradiated is sealed in aluminum, zircaloy, or stainless steel tubing (see Figure 2-2).
The sealed tube is then placed in a holder that sits in a chosen test position in the ATR. Some of
the capsule experiments contain material that can be in contact with the ATR primary coolant.
Such capsules are in an open configuration without being sealed. Capsules may be any length, up
to 122 cm (48 in.) and may be irradiated in any of the core positions, including the flux traps.

Figure 2-2.  Representative static capsule experiment containing samples stacked in aluminum baskets.
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Temperature within a static capsule experiment may be controlled by providing a gas gap with
a known thermal conductance. Peak temperatures can be indicated using a series of temperature
sensitive paint spots or melt wires. Thermal bonding media such as liquid metals may be used in
capsule experiments to keep temperatures uniform inside the experiment. Flux-wire monitors in
the experiments can give good measurements of neutron fluence at particular locations. 

2.2.2.  Instrumented Lead Experiment

Active control of experiments and data from test capsules during irradiation is achieved using
tubes containing instrumentation cables and temperature control gases in ATR instrumented lead
experiments (see Figure 2-3). Such experiments can have instrumentation, such as thermocouples,
connected to individual capsules or single specimens. This instrumentation can be used to control
and sample conditions within the capsule. For example, temperature control in individual zones is
performed by varying the gas mixture (typically helium and neon) in the gas gap that thermally
links the capsule to the water-cooled reactor structure.

In addition to temperature, the gas around the test specimen can be monitored in an instru-
mented lead experiment. In a fueled experiment, the presence of fission gases due to fuel failures
or oxidation can be detected via gas chromatography. Instrument leads allow real time display of
experimental parameters in the control room. 

2.2.3.  Pressurized Water Loop Experiment

Five of the nine ATR flux traps used for materials and fuels testing are equipped with pressur-
ized water loops (at the NW, N, SE, SW, and W locations). Each of these five loops can be oper-

Figure 2-3.  ATR instrumented lead experiment configuration.
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ated with different temperatures, pressures, flow rates, or water chemistry requirements. These
loops can operate above the standard temperatures and pressures of a commercial PWR power
plant. The great advantage of loop tests is the ease with which a variety of samples can be sub-
jected to conditions specified for any PWR design. Many samples can be tested at once (in several
loops or one loop, depending on the size of samples) with variations in the samples, thickness of
cladding, etc., and the samples can be compared afterward for optimum design. 

Figure 2-4 shows the cross section of a typical loop design. Three concentric tubes form the
piping assembly for each water loop in the ATR. The assembly penetrates the vessel’s bottom clo-
sure plate and has an inlet and an outlet below the vessel. Coolant comes up through the innermost
tube, the flow tube, and passes the sample. Near the top of the vessel, on four of the five loops, the
coolant passes through holes in the flow tube into the annulus enclosed by the pressure tube and
returns down that annulus to the outlet. On the fifth loop, the water passes only one way, up
through the flow tube and out through the side of the reactor vessel. Helium flows through the
annulus enclosed by the outermost tube, which also serves as the insulating jacket. Insulation is
essential because the inside of the pressure tube is in contact with loop coolant at temperatures up
to 360 °C (680 °F), whereas the outside of the insulating jacket is in contact with primary system
coolant at 52 °C (125 °F). The helium is monitored for moisture to detect any leaks in the tubes.

Loop cubicles and equipment occupy the space around the reactor on two basement floors.
The pressurized water loop equipment includes piping within the reactor vessel and pumps, heat
exchangers, a pressurizer, and demineralizers within a shielded cubicle (Figure 2-5). Line heaters
are capable of raising the loop coolant temperature from 38 to 360 °C (100 to 680 °F) in 3 hours.
Normally, these heaters are used to capacity only when preparing the loop for startup. After the
reactor begins operation, fission and gamma heating of the samples typically provides much of
the required heat. 

Figure 2-4.  Cross section of the in-core portion of a typical pressurized water loop experiment.
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Each loop in the ATR is instrumented to measure and control (both helium and water) coolant
flows, temperatures, and pressures and sample test data. Loop instrumentation and controls are
located in the southwest portion of the ATR second basement in a controlled environment room.
Precise control of the loop coolant temperature is achieved by automatic regulation of the amount
of coolant bypassing the loop heat exchangers. 

A sample irradiated in an ATR in-pile tube can be subjected to high neutron fluxes, but the
fluxes can be controlled. An added refinement is the ease of adjusting the neutron energy spec-
trum by using shielding. The ability to produce different neutron energy spectra in ATR loops can
be valuable. 

Another advantage of the ATR loops is the ease with which samples can be changed when the
ATR is shutdown. To remove a sample, it is necessary only to remove a shield plug from the
transfer plate, disconnect the lead wires to the sample, unlock the closure plug, install a transfer
sleeve, and then draw the sample up into a removal cask. 

Figure 2-5.  Pressurized water loop experiment and associated equipment.
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3.  TEST REACTOR DESIGN PARAMETERS AND MISSIONS

Material test reactors and prototype reactors have provided essential support for nuclear
power programs for over 50 years. They are needed to develop and qualify new materials and
fuels for nuclear power plants. Table 3-1 compares operating parameters for selected test and pro-
totype reactors used (or under construction) throughout the world. Information in this table was
primarily obtained from the IAEA Nuclear Research Reactor Database,6 which contains informa-
tion from nearly 280 research reactors (operating, shutdown, and proposed). Although these reac-
tors range in power levels from 0 to several hundred MWt, nearly 200 of them have power levels
below 5 MWt. Most of the reactors listed in Table 3-1 achieved criticality in the 1960s (or earlier).
Among the operating reactors, there are two exceptions: the Hanaro reactor in South Korea,
which went critical in 1995 and the prototype High Temperature Test Reactor (HTTR) in Japan,
which went critical in 1998. For illustrative purposes, testing capabilities of selected test reactors
are highlighted in this section.

The Jules Horowitz Reactor (JHR),8 which is scheduled to go critical in 2014, is another
exception with respect to initial date for achieving criticality. The JHR is being built to replace
materials irradiation capabilities of older reactors in Europe as they are retired from service. This
100 MWt reactor is designed to include static capsules, instrumented capsules, and in-pile loops.
To support irradiation programs anticipated for the JHR, CEA is developing four types of test
trains (see Figure 3-1):

• MADISON - A test train in an in-core loop for fuel testing under nominal LWR (PWR or
BWR) conditions.

• CALIPSO - A test train in an in-core sodium potassium loop for material testing under
high (~15) dpa and limited thermal gradients (< 8 °C) 

• ADELINE - A test train in an in-pile loop for fuel testing under LWR (BWR or PWR) off-
normal conditions (e.g. power ramps) with fission product measurement

• LORELEI - A test capsule for fuel testing under LWR (PWR or BWR) accident (LOCA)
conditions to observe phenomena such as clad ballooning or rupture, corrosion, and
quench behavior and investigate fission product release. 

The above trains are currently in the design and component verification stages. However, all are 
scheduled to be available when the JHR achieves criticality in 2014.

In addition to the above test trains, CEA has initiated an effort to enhance instrumentation for
its users. This effort, which is known as the INSNU (see Section 4.1), was initially launched to
improve instrumentation available to all European research reactors. In 2009, the INSNU effort
was relocated from Saclay to Cadarache so that it can be better coordinated with the JHR. 

It is also worth highlighting the Halden Boiling Water Reactor (HBWR) in this section.
Although this reactor is older and its maximum power level (20 MWt) is over an order of magni-
tude smaller than the ATR, its testing flexibility and the expertise of its staff for instrumenting its
tests make this facility an ideal user facility. For decades, organizations within the international
community (including the US NRC, vendors such as GE and AREVA, and the US naval reactor
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program) have utilized this facility for in-pile irradiation needs. Approximately 40% of HBWR
testing is devoted to OECD programs with the remainder sponsored by bilateral agreements
between Norway and customers from other countries.9 Most of these bilateral agreements allow
the HBWR to perform tests for utility customers to address issues related to fuel thermal perfor-
mance, fuel pellet/clad interactions, fuel fission gas release, reactor vessel embrittlement, struc-
tural materials degradation (e.g., corrosion, creep, etc.). As noted in Table 3-1, this reactor has
developed loops for simulating BWR, PWR, CANDU, and VVER conditions. 

Although other test reactors, such as the HBWR, may currently have superior instrumentation
capabilities and more flexible test trains, the ATR can become made competitive by adding addi-
tional capabilities required for research programs being performed at other research reactors.
Table 3-2 lists typical research and industry programs that materials and test reactors currently
support. Many materials and fuels irradiations support research programs for existing LWRs (e.g.,
PWRs and BWRS) and advanced reactors (e.g, gas-cooled reactors, sodium fast reactors, and
fusion reactors). Successful development and deployment of advanced reactors depends to a large

Figure 3-1.  Test trains under development for JHR.
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extent on demonstration of “enabling” technologies. For example, the high temperature irradia-
tion performance of new fuels and structural materials must be demonstrated with instrumented
tests in prototypical environments. In addition, materials and test reactors also support a wide
range of non-nuclear programs including medical isotope production research, and semiconductor
industry production (neutron transmutation doping of semiconductors). 

Improved instrumentation for such tests offer the potential to obtain higher fidelity data,
reduce irradiation costs, increase isotope production, and improve doping processes. Although
research funding to advance instrumentation required to support material and test reactor irradia-
tions was significantly reduced in the 1980s, several organizations (as discussed in Section 4), are
now promoting research programs to advance in-pile instrumentation at their materials and test
reactors. 
Table 3-2.  Representative research reactor irradiation programs.

Evaluations  Programa

a. Acronyms: ADS - Accelerator Driven System; GCR - Gas-Cooled Reactor; HWR - Heavy Water Reactor; 
LWR - Light Water Reactor; MTR - Materials and Test Reactors; and SFR - Sodium Fast Reactor

Materials
Reactor vessel steels LWR, SFR, MTRs

Metallic reactor internal structure LWR, Fusion, MTRs
Graphite HTR

Fuel Cladding LWR/SFR
Zr/Nb Alloys HWR

Ceramics GCR, Fusion
Refractory materials Fusion

Nuclear Physics Parameters LWR, ALWR, MTR, SFR, Fusion
Fuels

Power Ramp/Transients LWR, ADSs, HWR, SFRs
High Burnup LWR, HWR

New Design Qualification LWR, ALWR, MTR, ADS, SFR, GCR
Nuclear Physics Parameters LWR, ALWR, MTR, SFR, Fusion

Other
Isotope Production  Radioisotopes (Tracers, and Nuclear Medicine)

Transmutation/Doping Electronics (semiconductors), Gemstones
Instrumentation Qualification MTRs, LWRs

Medical Treatment Boron Neutron Capture Therapy, Intensity Modulated 
Radiotherapy

Radiography LWR, industry component evaluations
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4.   INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS

As noted in Section 1.2, new instrumentation techniques are needed to support in-pile irradia-
tions. Most in-pile instrumentation was developed over 20 years ago, and efforts to advance in-
pile instrumentation were reduced in the 1980s. In recent years, several organizations have either
initiated or enhanced their research instrumentation development programs. This section summa-
rizes key international in-pile instrumentation efforts.

4.1.  CEA

The “INSNU” program was initiated by the French CEA (Commissariat à l’Energie Atom-
ique) with the aim of developing innovative in-pile instrumentation to meet the needs of emerging
nuclear programs, such as GEN IV, fusion, and GNEP.13 through 16 The scope of these studies
includes:

• radiation measurements (e.g., neutron flux and gamma heating)
• measurements of physical parameters inside the irradiation rigs (e.g., temperature, sample

dimensions, and fission gas release)

The orange boxes in Figure 4-1 identify instrumentation areas studied within this CEA program. 
These areas were selected to address current and prospective needs identified by research reactor 
operators and irradiation experiment customers. 

Figure 4-1.  In-pile instrumentation needs for future irradiation experiments.
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Originally, INSNU was a combined CEA-Saclay (DEN/DRSN) and SCK·CEN (Belgian
Nuclear Research Centre) effort to improve instrumentation in the OSIRIS reactor in Saclay,
France, and the BR2 in Mol, Belgium. However, in preparation for the future Jules Horowitz
Reactor that will go critical in Cadarache, France in 2014, the CEA instrumentation effort was
moved to Cadarache and increased to include a larger number of organizations and sensor devel-
opment activities (see Table 4-1).

 As discussed in References 13 and 14, INSNU objectives focus upon developing
innovative instrumentation for materials and test reactor irradiations that have possible fission and
fusion reactor applications. Decisions for instrumentation development are based on users-needs,
and development efforts include in-pile qualification. As indicated in Table 4-1, instrumentation
development efforts are often a collaborative effort between government research laboratories
(CEA, PSI, HRP, etc.) and industry (e.g., Photonis, Thermocoax, etc.). By including industry
partners, developers insure its availability from a commercial supplier.

General characteristics of instrumentation developed within INSNU include:

• Reliable (because it is impossible or difficult to perform maintenance on irradiated
objects)

• Accurate (sensors must meet testing requirements; ex: μm dimensional measurements and
within 5 °C temperature measurements)

• Miniature (irradiation volumes are limited with narrow dimensions: few mm available) 
• High temperature resistant (> 300 °C, up to 1600 °C)
• Corrosion resistant (in pressurized water, high temperature gas, and liquid metals) 
• Neutron / � “resistant” (dose > 1GGy/day and > 10dpa/year�in MTRs)

Table 4-1.  Current INSNU in-pile instrumentation research
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As noted in References 14 and 16, in-pile instrumentation must be developed that doesn’t pose a 
threat to the safety or economic operation of the test reactor (e.g., “simpler” is smarter). Selected 
examples of CEA in-pile instrumentation development are discussed within subsections in this 
section. The reader may find other examples, such as their collaboration with SCK•CEN to 
explore the use of fiber optics in Section 4.2.3 or their collaboration with Forschungzentrum Jüli-
ch to demonstrate the viability of Johnson Noise Power Thermometry (JNPT) in References 13 
and 14. 

4.1.1.  Subminiature Fission Chambers

For decades, in-pile neutron flux measurements were obtained using Self Powered Neutron
Detectors (SPNDs), and signals were generally correlated with post-irradiation analysis of activa-
tion foil dosimeters. The development of CEA’s sub-miniature fission chambers for in-pile mea-
surements of high thermal neutron fluxes (up to 4×1014 n/cm²-s) represents a significant
improvement. These 1.5 mm external diameter sensors, containing a U235 fissile deposit, were
qualified in the BR2 reactor in the CALLISTO loop between 2001 and 2004, although additional
studies are needed to verify sensor robustness. These sensors are now manufactured by the PHO-
TONIS Company under the name “CFUZ53” (see Reference 17). 

In addition, CEA, in collaboration with SCK-CEN, are developing and qualifying an
improved sub-miniature fission chamber system, also known as the Fast Neutron Detection Sys-
tem (FNDS) for measuring fast neutron fluxes (E > 1.0 MeV). At this time, no other sensor can
provide online measurement of fast neutron flux. The FNDS is based on a patented miniature fis-
sion chamber with a special fissile deposit sensitive to fast flux with a low thermal contribution,
operated in Campbelling mode for a high gamma rejection. A particular data processing software
also calculates online the evolution of the signal given by the system. Major components of the
FNDS are shown in Figure 4-3.

Figure 4-2.  CEA-developed sub-miniature fission chamber
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Selection of the fissile deposit in the fast fission chamber was motivated by two major factors: 

• The fission cross-section must be much larger for thermal neutrons than for fast neutrons. 
• The potential to form other isotopes via radiative capture of (primarily thermal) neutrons.

This process, either directly or after some radioactive decays, leads to new isotopes in the
deposit that are likely to undergo fission preferentially with thermal neutrons. The sensi-
tivity to thermal neutrons of a chamber based on these isotopes therefore increases gradu-
ally. Note that it was decided to not use screen-absorbers that could prevent thermal
neutrons from reaching the chamber, because of their large size and of the local perturba-
tion induced on the thermal flux.

Analytical simulations of candidate fissile deposits identified 242Pu as the best choice to measure 
the fast component of a high neutron flux for cases where there is also a significant thermal con-
tribution over the entire reactor cycle. Its sensitivity to fast neutrons is excellent at the beginning 
of irradiation and slowly decreases with fluence. Prototypes of fission chambers with 242Pu 
deposit have been manufactured by CEA in Cadarache and tested in 2005 and 2006 in the BR2 
reactor of SCK•CEN. A 3mm diameter design with a 50 � impedance mineral insulated cable 
was selected due to its appropriate efficiency and reliability.

The signal given by a fission chamber at high counting rates is the sum of a mean constant
current and a fluctuation around this value. Classically, fission chambers are used in “current
mode” under high neutron flux where it is not possible to individually count each event in the
detector. However it is also possible to use the signal variance. This parameter characterizes the
random variations of the signal around its mean value, and is proportional to the incident neutron
flux. This method is called Campbelling mode or MSV (Mean Square Voltage). In a fission
chamber implemented in a materials test reactor (MTR), all interactions contribute to the signal,
even those due to gamma radiation, that can be considered as parasitic for the neutron flux
measurement. This difficulty is particularly strong in MTRs because of their very high gamma
level. The advantage of the Campbelling mode is that the gamma contribution to the signal is
drastically less than in current mode because it plays a part as the square of the charges, which are
notably lower for events generated by gamma than for those induced by fission reactions. Thus,
this mode is very useful for rejecting the gamma component. Tests performed in the BR2 reactor
in 2005 and 2006 have demonstrated that the Campbelling mode is viable for measuring the fast

Figure 4-3.  Schematic view of the FNDS prototype.
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neutron flux: the gamma contribution to the signal of a 242Pu fission chamber was reduced from
50% in current mode to 0.6% in Campbelling mode.

The FNDS system has been designed for long duration in-pile experiments in MTRs. The
initial impurities (mainly of 239Pu and 241Pu) contained in the 242Pu deposit and the isotopic
evolution under irradiation of 242Pu itself lead to a significant and increasing contribution of the
thermal component to the signal. Therefore, achieving precise and long-term measurements
implies that one should also estimate the thermal component with a dedicated detector, which can
be either a 235U fission chamber or an SPND. For this reason, an algorithm that estimates both
thermal and fast components of a neutron flux based on the use of two on-line detectors signals
and prior knowledge of the shape of the spectrum has been developed and integrated in the FNDS
system. This algorithm can estimate the neutron flux in two large energy bands when a spectrum
model is provided. Two detectors, one devoted to thermal flux, the other to fast flux, are used in
combination; and their evolution under irradiation is evaluated in a joint manner. Initial testing of
this algorithm was completed in 2008. These tests showed that it is possible to estimate the flux
even in cases where the flux experienced large variations over time. 

Two complete prototypes of the FNDS system have been manufactured for testing by the
Joint Instrumentation Laboratory in 2008 at the ISIS reactor, a 700kW critical mock-up located in
CEA Saclay, France. In-pile qualification of the system is scheduled in 2009 in the BR2 reactor, in
the FICTIONS-8 experiment. The irradiation device shown in Figure 4-4 was been designed to
implement eight 242Pu fission chambers and several other detectors, such as 235U fission
chambers, SPND, gamma thermometers, thermocouples and activation dosimeters, in order to
provide reference measurements of the nuclear and thermal environment of the experiment.

4.1.2.  Mo/Nb Thermocouples

CEA, in collaboration with the THERMOCOAX Company, has been developing high-tem-
perature in-pile thermocouples.18 This CEA/THERMOCOAX effort investigated thermoelements
containing molybdenum and niobium because the low neutron absorption cross sections of these
elements make them less susceptible to transmutation-induced drift during irradiation. Materials
interactions tests conducted by CEA/THERMOCOAX in high temperature furnaces, in the range
from 1000 to 1600 °C, indicated that materials less susceptible to interactions with Mo and Nb

Figure 4-4.  Partial view of the FICTIONS device to be irradiated in the BR2 reactor
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thermoelement wires were HfO2 insulation and Nb or Ta sheaths. Investigations to quantify the
thermoelectric response of a loose-assembly Mo-Nb thermocouple found that its emf in its
intended temperature range (1000 to 1600 °C) is of the same order as commercially-available
high-temperature Type C or S thermocouples. 

The next step concerned thermal stabilization of these thermocouples. Candidate heat treat-
ments to stabilize grain growth to minimize drift during high temperature use were evaluated
using long-duration high-temperature out-of-pile tests. Reference 12 reports that thermocouples
were drifting at a rate somewhat lower than 0.02 °C/h at 1100 °C. After 5000 hours, this would
result in 100 °C or 10% drift, which is higher than observed in the INL long duration evaluations
at 1200 °C of a doped Mo/Nb alloy thermocouples (see Section 6.1). 

Reference 18 reported plans for an in-pile high-temperature qualification in the OSIRIS
reactor that would include both standard high-temperature and new Mo-Nb thermocouples in a
long-term neutron irradiation experiment called “THERMEX” (see Figure 4-5). During
irradiation, the reference temperature will be regularly established by using a pure copper fixed
point melting device from which results will be compared with temperatures measured by these
Mo-Nb thermocouples. More recent information14 suggests that these thermocouples may be
irradiated in the HRF reactor in 2010 as part of CEA’s gas reactor research program and that
THERMOCOAX is now exploring the use of doped Mo/Nb-alloy thermoelement materials.a

4.1.3.  Improved Linear Variable Differential Transducers (LVDTs) and Diameter Gauges

CEA, in collaboration with the Institute for Energy Technology at the Halden Reactor
Project (IFE -HRP), have recently started an effort to improve the performance of Linear Variable
Differential Transducers (LVDTs). Since 2005, LVDT technologies fabricated by IFE-Halden
have been used in the OSIRIS reactor with accuracies of +/- 4 �m and displacements up to +/- 15
mm (total range) and +/- 6 mm (linear range). During 2007, CEA performed a series of out-of-pile

Figure 4-5.  THERMEX experiment device: stainless steel capsule (1), graphite barrel (3) filled with pure 
copper (2), additional electric heating elements (4), thermocouples (5).

a. It is not clear that the THERMEX qualification will occur. 
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tests to characterize and try to improve the performance of these LVDTs and diameter gauges
based on LVDT sensors. CEA investigations were focussed upon:

• Quantifying usable LVDT temperature range
• Quantifying maximum LVDT measurement range
• Developing the most appropriate LVDT signal correlation versus measurement ranges
• Developing post-test appropriate LVDT adjustments (Gain – Phase) 

Tests were conducted at room temperature and at higher temperatures (up to 380 °C) in inert gas, 
water, and sodium potassium conditions

As part of this effort, CEA proposed several improvements to LVDT designs currently
manufactured by IFE-HRP. First, to extend their measurement range, CEA has requested that a
polynomial equation be used to characterize the signal of LVDTs procured from IFE - HRP.
Second, CEA requested that IFE-HRP develop a ‘fifth wire’ or “self compensating electronics
setup.” Figure 4-6 illustrates the wiring used for such a setup (compared to the standard 4-wire
setup that only uses the wires labeled 1, 2, 3, and 4). In this configuration, wire 3 and 4 are Type K
“B” thermocouple wires and Wire 5 is a Type K “A” thermocouple wire. In a 4-wire
configuration, only the voltage difference between the two secondary coils is measured. Hence,
the voltage output is proportional to the core displacement, or

(4-1)

Where G is the gain, and VC1 and VC2, represent the voltage of coils 1 and 2, respectively. In the 
5-wire setup, the additional wire is connected as a zero reference between the two secondary 
coils. Hence, the ratio between the two secondary coils is used to estimate the displacement, using

(4-2)

Theoretically, the influence of global changes in the system will have negligible effect on the sys-
tem because the resulting signal is a ratio. For example, this setup offers several potential 
improvements:

• improved linearity
• suppression of temperature sensitivity
• suppression of signal aberrations in its central area
• suppression of Curie temperature effects of nickel (although this requires experimental

confirmation)
• suppression of signal shift due to irradiation (although this requires experimental confir-

mation)

In particular, the following ratio of signals from the secondary are used to quantify elongation 
rather than the combined secondary signal. As long as the LVDT is at a uniform temperature, the 
signal should be more accurate (because it is no longer susceptible to Curie temperature effects). 

Displacement G VC1 VC2–� ��=

Displacement G VC1 VC2–� �
VC1 VC2+� �

---------------------------�=
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In the MELODIE and MUSCIA tests, it is planned to evaluate the performance of these
improved designs in the OSIRIS reactor during 2010. As shown in Figure 4-7, the MELODIE
tests will provide real-time elongation and diameter change data from an in-core irradiation of a
PWR fuel cladding tube (90mm) at 350 °C. The test capsule includes controlled mechanical
loading ranging from 60 to 180 MPa (with stress steps) and variable biaxial stress ratio: ranging
from 0 (hoop stress) to infinity (axial stress). 

4.1.4.  Fission Gas Release 

In-situ measurement of fission gas release inside nuclear fuel rods is of major interest for irra-
diation programs in materials testing reactors. This parameter is particularly important in fuel rod
irradiations because fission gas release kinetics is an important indicator of nuclear reactions and
its measurement is key in fuel performance studies. There is interest in detecting the composition

Figure 4-6.  Wiring schematic for LVDTs using the five-wire method.

Figure 4-7.  Proposed sensor for detecting elongation and diameter changes in OSIRIS testing.
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and amount of fission gas release. To address this need, CEA is investigating counter-pressure and
acoustical measurement techniques. 

Figure 4-8 shows the counter-pressure sensor used by CEA to detect the pressure associated
with fission gas release from a fuel rod during irradiation. The imbalance between the internal rod
pressure and the counter-pressure is accurately detected by two electric contacts, activated by the
motion of the bellows. The physical principles associated with the counter-pressure avoids any
decalibration due to nuclear radiation. The automatic acquisition and control system drives the
counter-pressure operation and checks the integrity of the double bellows as a safety barrier. The
sensor was firstly qualified in-pile on a dummy fuel rod with a controlled internal pressure. The
measured accuracy is < ± 0.5 bar in the whole pressure range of interest. The counter-pressure
sensor has been used successfully in REMORA-1 and REMORA-2 experiments. Design and
manufacturing of a special counter-pressure sensor for high-pressure measurements (up to 250
bar) is underway.

CEA, in collaboration with several organizations within France, such as LAIN (Interfaces and
Nanophysics Analysis Laboratory) and the Université Montpellier II, and the Studiecentrum voor
Kernenergie • Centre d'Étude de l'énergie Nucléaire (SCK·CEN) in Mol, Belgium, are investigat-
ing the potential to measure fission gas release using techniques based on acoustic measurements
with high-frequency echography.21 through 24 The proposed method implements a piezoelectric
sensor measuring the acoustic wave velocity in the gas contained inside the fuel rod. This sensor
can generate a high-frequency acoustic pulse in a cylindrical cavity directly connected to the ple-
num of the fuel rod and then measures the echoes from acoustic waves propagating in the cavity
(see Figure 4-9). In these conditions, the acoustic wave velocity is directly dependant on the frac-
tion of fission products in the helium gas.22 Furthermore, this technique is relatively easy to
implement because it requires no mechanical parts. Hence, its in-pile application appears promis-
ing for future irradiation programs.

The first phase of these studies validated the feasibility to measure He-Xe mixture composi-
tion in an out-of-pile test. A preliminary design of the fission gas release sensor was manufactured
and tested to ensure sufficient propagation of ultrasonic waves inside the gas cavity, solving the
problem of the small acoustic impedance of gas compared to a solid one, which induces a strong

Figure 4-8.  CEA counter-pressure sensor for detecting fission gas release amount.
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insertion loss. The signal processing system has also been developed in order to properly and
automatically extract the He-Xe mixture composition parameter. In parallel, efforts are underway
to understand the ability of piezoelectric sensors to withstand irradiation. Sensors were success-
fully tested in 2004 under pure gamma radiation up to 1.5MGy (15 x 106 rads).23, 24 In 2008, irra-
diation tests were completed in the BR1 in Mol, Belgium in a mixed neutron-gamma
environment23 with a total neutron fluence of 1.6 x 1017n/cm2. These tests provide additional
insights about the most appropriate materials and the optimal position of the sensor in future irra-
diation experiments. Subsequent in-pile qualification tests for this sensor are planned for the
OSIRS reactor in 2010.16 Furthermore, the first real experiment using this innovative sensor
installed on a pre-irradiated Pressurized Water Reactor fuel rod is already planned to begin in
2011 in the OSIRIS reactor.15

4.2.  SCK·CEN 

In support of their BR-1 and BR-2 reactors in Belgium and to facilitate irradiations at other
nuclear reactors, Studiecentrum voor Kernenergie • Centre d'Étude de l'énergie Nucléaire
(SCK·CEN) continues to perform research focussed upon in-pile instrumentation development,
evaluations, and fabrication.25 Selected projects currently investigated by SCK·CEN are summa-
rized in this section. Some of these instrumentation development efforts are collaborations
between SCK·CEN and CEA, such as the SMFCs discussed in Section 4.1.1 and the fission gas
release sensors discussed in Section 4.1.4. Another interesting capability now available at the BR-
2 reactor is in-pile tensile testing with sensors to detect the load applied to the specimen and the
elongation of the specimen (see Section 4.2.4).26 

4.2.1.  Real-time measurement of gamma and neutron fluxes

 In 1999, SCK·CEN manufactured the experimental device, DOLMEN (Device for On-Line
MEasurement of the Neutron flux). This instrument contains SPNDs, activation dosimeters and
gamma thermometers that can be moved vertically in any BR2 channel. Prior to manufacturing
this device, SCK·CEN optimized DOLMEN design information using data from an irradiated

Figure 4-9.  Principle of in-pile fission gas release acoustic measurement.
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Rhodium-SPND and two specifically designed - thermometers in various BR2 reactor channels.
In addition, SCK·CEN theoretically studied the sensitivities of each type of SPND versus neutron
and gamma spectra. The SCK·CEN-developed computer model SEDEIRA (SElf-powered DEtec-
tor of Ionizing RAdiation) showed the importance of the insulator in the SPND and the role
played by the neutron spectrum on the detector performance.  SCK·CEN is developing a new
Monte-Carlo model, which will allow analysts to evaluate the signals from in-pile monitoring
devices in the BR2 reactor and parasitic effects of neutron and gamma fluxes in the instrumenta-
tion chain. The DOLMEN device has been inserted into the BR2 reactor. Objectives of this irradi-
ation include developing an algorithm for estimating the actual neutron flux using the measured
electric signal, identifying the sensitivity to each parameter (neutron spectrum, gamma spectrum),
qualifying a calibration method, and assessing the best suitable SPND for specific applications. 

4.2.2.  Radiation-hardened Micro-electronics for Nuclear Instrumentation

SCK·CEN has also initiated an effort to develop new electronics and communication equip-
ment capable of withstanding in-pile irradiations with radiation levels in excess of several MGy.
Goals of this task are to identify commercially available equipment and to ultimately design
improved radiation tolerant (> several MGy) integrated electronic circuits. Using a stepwise
approach, SCK·CEN is first designing circuits with discrete components that can withstand radia-
tion and then looking for an equivalent integrated technology. This will enable SCK·CEN to
develop innovative instrumentation and communication tools for the next generation of nuclear
reactors, where both radiation hardening and miniaturization play a dominant role. 

4.2.3.  Fiber Optic Testing

Materials test reactors could benefit from advantages offered by fiber-optic communication
and sensing systems. However, the deployment of such systems in nuclear environments has been
limited up to now, mainly due to reliability and safety constraints. Prior investigations (see Refer-
ence 20 for a review) have shown that the lifetime of fiber-optic components depends on the fiber
composition, the temperature, the total dose, and the operating wavelength. Radiation affects the
optical transmission of silica by creating various point defects of different nature that in turn
absorb light at specific wavelengths. This Radiation-Induced Absorption (RIA) is particularly
strong in the ultraviolet (UV) spectrum, which limits the fiber applicability to a very low dose
(typically less than 10 -100 Gy). Compared to the UV spectrum, fiber-optic transmission in the
visible spectrum is less critical, but transmission can still remain a concern (especially for long
fiber paths) due to the formation of an absorption band at 600 nm, which is believed to pertain to
the creation of non-bridging hole centers. However, hydrogen treatment applied to the silica fibers
can reduce the formation of non bridging oxide hole centers (NBOHCs) and has been proven to
improve their radiation resistance in the visible spectrum. Optical absorption of less than 0.5
dB/m at 630 nm has been demonstrated in aluminum-coated fibers irradiated with �-rays up to
6 MGy and less than 5 dB/m under fission reactor irradiation up to about 20 MGy and neutron
fluences of 5 x 1019 n/cm2 (En > 0.1 MeV). 
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At higher doses, optical fiber applications may be possible for wavelengths above 850 nm.
Previous in-core reactor experiments at Material Testing Reactors (MTRs) in Europe and Japan
demonstrated that RIA can remain limited to few dB/m in the 800–1100 nm even after intense
irradiation up to the GGy level and n/cm. Such RIA in the near infrared spectral region opens per-
spectives for the development of new types of in-core reactor instrumentation based on optical
fiber sensors (OFS) technology. OFSs offer attractive and unique sensing capabilities which can
be of particular benefit for measurements inside MTRs. The major advantages are the capability
for passive remote sensing with the potential for high accuracy and operation at high-temperature
(500–1000 °C). In addition OFSs feature capabilities for distributed sensing with extremely lim-
ited intrusiveness. Low intrusivity appears to be a key factor in MTRs, not only because of limited
space available but also because small sensors will not disturb the temperature and radiation pro-
file on the material under study.

As part of the JRL between CEA and SCK•CEN, a program was initiated to develop a new
OFS prototype with the aim of measuring dimensional changes on nuclear materials irradiated in
MTRs. As part of this effort, the COSI experiment was completed in which the single model (SM)
and multimode (MM) optical fibers listed in Table 4-2 were irradiated in the OSIRIS reactor for
92 days (corresponding to a thermal fluence of 1021 nth/cm2 and a fast fluence of 1020 nfast/cm2,
and a calculated gamma dose rate of 7.2 x 106 Gy/hr, with an integrated ionizing dose of 16 GGy).
This duration, which corresponds to representative conditions during a typical materials irradia-
tion program, represents over an order of magnitude than other reported tests in the literature. 

As shown in Figure 4-10, the fibers were mounted onto an aluminum plate and placed in a
2 mm internal diameter stainless steel tube. The fibers made a loop with a bend radius of either
23 or 32 mm. The fluence was measured with a SPND. Although placed in the periphery of the
core, the central part of these 40 m fibers was close to the reactor core. Results from this test indi-
cate that there are SM and MM optical fibers with acceptable losses for testing in materials and
test reactors. As shown by representative results in Figure 4-11, the most favorable spectral region
lies in the 800-1200 nm range .  

Table 4-2.  Single mode and multimode optical fibers tested in OSIRIS COSI test

Fibers Manufacturer Manufacturer Designator
(SM or MM)

Core/Cladding 
Diameter Coating

FORC1 Fiber Optic 
Research Center 

(Moscow)

-/SM ~10 �m/150 �m acrylate
FORC2
FORC3

B11 Blaze Photonics 
(Cristal Fiber)

HC 1060-02/SM 9.7 �m (hole)/125 �m acrylate
B13

STU1 Polymicro FIP100.110.125 STU//MM ~100 �m /110�m polyimide
STU1
FIL1 Polymicro FIP100.110.150 /MM ~100 �m /150�m aluminum
FIL2
FVL1 Polymicro FIP100.110.150 /MM ~100 �m /150�m aluminum
FVL2
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To address concern about degradation of fiber optic mechanical properties, SCK•CEN tested
four standard telecom acrylate-coated Ge-doped single-mode fibres from three different manufac-
turers and one acrylate-coated Ge-doped multi-mode fibre. Fibre samples of 50 m were loosely
coiled with a diameter of 60 mm and exposed to a dose rate of 27 kGy/h up to a total dose of
15 MGy at an ambient temperature of approximately 55 °C.  Several mechanical tests were per-

Figure 4-10.  COSI test rig setup.

Figure 4-11.  Representative results from COSI-Change in loss for the STU2 fiber (22 days corresponds 
to 3 x 1020 nth/cm2 and 3 x1019 nfast/cm2)
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formed before and after irradiation, including the two-point bend test. These destructive two-point
bend tests allow quantification of the fibres' strength (50% failure stress) and the dynamic fatigue
factor. Weibull analysis revealed a strength reduction of about 50% at these MGy dose levels.
SEM (scanning electronic microscope) images of fibre samples, which had their coatings
removed after irradiation, suggest that ‘roughening of the outer glass surface’ may cause this deg-
radation. These results indicate that the long-term mechanical strength of optical fibres could be
seriously affected when exposed to MGy dose levels. 

Figure 4-12 shows a fiber-optic based sensor jointly developed by CEA and SCK•CEN for
detecting elongation of material samples during irradiation. Irradiation testing to qualify this sen-
sor is scheduled to begin in January 2009 in the BR-2 reactor. 

4.2.4.  In-Pile Tensile Testing

As part of a European Fusion Development Agreement (EFDA), the BR-2 has been used
to demonstrate the performance of an in-pile tensile test module developed by the VTT Technical
Research Center of Finland. As discussed in Reference 26, it is recognized that it is unlikely that
the primary damage experience by a specimen will be affected by the applied stress during
irradiation. However, it is believed that the subsequent process of dislocation formation, that is
responsible for radiation hardening, yield drop, and plastic flow localization, will be substantially
altered by the applied stress. It is speculated that the fatigue lifetime during in-situ cyclic loading
experiments may be significantly different from the ones obtained during fatigue experiments on
specimens in the post-irradiated condition. Hence, an in-situ material testing system has been
developed by VTT and used to perform fracture mechanic, corrosion fatigue, tensile, and
electrochemical measurements in the BR-2. 

Figure 4-12.  Optical fiber based elongation detection sensor developed by CEA and SCK-CEN.

Sensor

10 mm

Sensor

10 mm
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As shown in Figure 4-13, this test system is based on the use of a pneumatic loading unit,
which loads a test specimen using gas to pressurize metallic bellows, and a LVDT from IFE-HRP
(see Section 4.3.1) to measure the resulting displacement produced in the tensile specimen. The
outside diameter of the module is 25 mm, and the total length of the module with the LVDT is
150 mm. Figure 4-14 shows the actual test rig with this module developed by Mol for irradiations
in the BR-2 reactor. During irradiation, the test assembly remained submerged in stagnant
demineralized water. For approximately 300 hours, the specimens were exposed to a neutron flux
of 3 x 1013 n/cm2s (E > 1 MeV) corresponding to a displacement damage rate of ~6 x 10-8 dpa/s.
The temperature of the test module increased rapidly (up to 90 °C within 15 minutes) due to
gamma heating power of 4.4 W/g. Then, the desired strain was imposed on the specimen. 

The load generated by the pneumatic loading unit with the metallic bellows is calculated
from the pressure difference experienced by the bellows. The stiffness and effective cross section
of the bellows impacts the load produced by the specimen. However, the ‘stiffness’ of the
pneumatic loading unit differs from the stiffness of the bellows. Hence, VTT developed a
calibration unit (see Figure 4-15) to correlate the applied gas pressure in the bellows with the
actual load acting on the tensile specimen. A two step calibration procedure was implemented. In
the first step, the characteristic stiffness of the bellow together with friction forces of the moving
parts of the module were determined. In the second step, the load induced on the tensile specimen
by the applied gas was measured directly by a load cell.

Figure 4-13.  Schematic of tensile test module: (1) gas line, (2) pneumatic loading unit, (3) firm speci-
men fixing point, (4) specimen, (5) movable specimen fixing point, (6) LVDT plunger and (7) LVDT 
holder.
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4.3.  IFE-HRP

The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)-sponsored
Halden Reactor Project (HRP), which is operated by the Norwegian Institutt for Energiteknikk
(IFE), has more than thirty years of experience in performing complicated in-core measurements
and experiments in the Halden Boiling Water Reactor (HBWR); and a wide range of specialized
sensors, equipment and techniques have been developed for this purpose. 

Figure 4-14.  Tensile test rig for BR-2 irradiations: (a) simplified layout and operational features includ-
ing necessary instrumentation; and (b) final assembly of test module prior to installation in the test rig.

Figure 4-15.  High temperature calibration device of the pneumatic loading unit.
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As listed in Table 4-3, a wide range of in-core instrumentation has been developed,
fabricated, and used by the IFE-HRP for measuring key fuel and material performance parameters
such as fuel temperature, fuel swelling / densification, fission gas release, cladding creep,
corrosion/crud buildup, and crack-growth rates.27 through 34 Instruments are also available for
monitoring the irradiation environment (e.g. SPNDs and miniaturized gamma thermometers) and
thermal-hydraulic and water chemistry conditions (e.g. flow meters, ECP-electrodes and
conductivity cells). HRP-developed sensors can be attached to non-irradiated fuel rods and
material samples or to pre-irradiated fuel rods and material samples by using remote operated
manipulators and specially-designed re-instrumentation equipment. Ongoing IFE-HRP
instrumentation development focuses on high temperature conditions, new methods for crack
detection and corrosion of fuel cladding materials, and online corrosion detection by means of
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS). 

The HRP relies heavily on specialized in-core instrumentation in order to perform fuel and
material irradiation programs in the HBWR. In recent years, IFE-HRP has become a supplier of
inpile instrumentation for other test reactors (e.g., OSIRS, BR-2, and HANARO). This subsection
provides additional information about selected IFE-HRP instrumentation development activities.

Table 4-3.  Instrumentation available at Halden
Instrument Parameters

Turbine flow meter inlet /outlet flow (single or two phase); with channel power information, outlet 
void fraction

Thermocouples (Type K and C) temperaturea and thermal conductivityb

a.  Note HBWR-specific corrections are required to compensate for transmutation that occurs in Type C high 
temperature thermocouples during irradiation. However, similar temperatures and fluxes and temperature 
gradients and flux distributions must exist during irradiation in order to apply such correction factors, and the 
thermocouple lifetimes are generally limited to 1 year at high temperatures. Furthermore, informal HRP dis-
cussions indicate that there are batch-to-batch variations in the Type C thermocouples that they receive.
b. Thermal conductivity estimates require assumptions about fuel densification, and gap conductance (if it 
isn’t assumed to close).31

Gamma thermometer gamma flux, fuel assembly power indication
Self-powered neutron detectors neutron flux, fuel heatup rate and burnup, power
Void gauge dynamic void measurements in a fuel channel
LVDTs (cladding extensometers, fuel 
diameter gauges, position indicators)

fuel rod mechanical deformation (e.g. creep and strain), fuel and cladding 
length changes, profiles for changes in cladding diameter, temperature 
(deduced from expansion of known material in an expansion rod), crack 
initiation, and pressure (deduced from movement of plate attached to LVDT)

Pressure gauges fuel rod fission gas pressure
Eddy current cladding defect sensor cladding defects, crack growth
Electrical impedance spectroscopy corrosion growth
Level gauges moderator level
Electrical chemical potential 
measurements (platinum or palladium 
electrodes)

oxygen concentration, hydrogen concentration (e.g., corrosion potential)

Gap meter (squeezing technique) internal fuel rod gaps
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4.3.1.  Linear Variable Differential Transformers (LVDTs) 

Many HRP-developed sensors rely upon Linear Variable Differential Transformers (LVDTs)
as a base instrument. The principle design of an LVDT is shown in Figure 4-16. The LVDT con-
sists of one primary coil and two secondary coils. In the center of the coil system, there is a mag-
netic core. The primary coil is activated by a 400 Hz constant current generator, and the position
of the magnetic core in relation to the secondary coils affects the balance of the signal from the
secondary coils. Thus, the position of the magnetic core can be measured with an accuracy of
± 1 �m. Since the HRP started with in-core measurements, more than 2200 LVDTs of different
types have been  installed in different test rigs in the HBWR. A failure rate of less than 10% after
5 year of operation is expected for their LVDTs operating in BWR, PWR or CANDU conditions. 

Using LVDTs as a base instrument, specialized HRP-developed sensors have been developed
that allow on-line monitoring of various parameters, such as fuel stack elongation, cladding elon-
gation, fuel center temperature, fuel diameter, and fuel rod pressure. For example, build-up of
cladding oxide layer and detection of the point of dry-out can be derived from the above measure-
ments. One example of note is an HRP-developed diameter gauge (see Section 4.3.5) that enables
on-line measurement of cladding diameter changes due to pellet cladding interaction and creep.
This, and other sensors used and developed at the HBWR are described in this section. 

Recently, IFE- HRP has explored several improvements for LVDTs. As discussed in Section
4.1.3, IFE-HRP staff has collaborated with CEA to improve the accuracy of LVDTs when they are
subjected to the Curie temperature. As noted in Section 6.3, the IFE-HRP is collaborating with
INL to investigate the use of alternate coil wires and design modifications to improve the perfor-
mance of LVDTs and diameter gauges at higher temperatures. 

Figure 4-16.  Principle design of a Linear Voltage Differential Transformer. 
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4.3.2.  Fuel centerline temperature measurements

For monitoring fuel centerline temperatures, the IFE-HRP uses fuel thermocouples and/or
expansion thermometers. The fuel centerline temperature measurements provide important infor-
mation on the thermal performance of the fuel and if desired, the fuel thermal conductivity. By
monitoring the fuel thermal conductivity over a longer period of time, the fuel thermal conductiv-
ity degradation as a function of burn-up is studied. An example of UO2 thermal conductivity data
derived from fuel centerline temperature measurements is illustrated in Figure 4-17. Informal
discussions30 indicate that such tests have been done with specially-designed fuel rods with a
small as-fabricated fuel-to-clad gap that minimizes the influence of gap conductance change (den-
sification/swelling, fission gas release) on the fuel center temperature during the irradiation.
Another feature often used is to have a small pellet diameter in order to increase the burnup accu-
mulation rate. In addition, in-pile power calibration is required for such tests. 

HRP fuel centerline thermocouples normally operate for several years in-core without failure,
but the lifetime of the “Type C” tungsten-rhenium used in the HBWR thermocouples has been
found to decrease with increasing fuel centerline temperatures. If the fuel centerline temperature
exceeds 1400 to 1500 °C, the expected lifetime of the Type C thermocouples, which must be used
with an HRP-specific correction factor to offset transmutation, is typically less than one year
(although no fluence values were cited, the peak thermal flux at the HBRWR is 1 x 1014 n/cm2s).
Furthermore, informal discussions with HRP staff indicate that ‘batch-to-batch’ variations have
been observed in Type C thermocouples procured from various vendors. 

The HRP expansion thermometer (see Figure 4-18) consists of a tungsten rod that is inserted
through a hole drilled in a fuel stack. The thermal expansion of the tungsten rod is measured using

Figure 4-17.  Fuel thermal conductivity derived from fuel centerline temperature measurements.
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an LVDT. The fuel centerline temperature is then derived from the measured expansion of the
tungsten rod. The expected lifetime of an expansion thermometer is longer than for a thermocou-
ple, but the accuracy of an expansion thermometer is not as good as the accuracy of a thermocou-
ple. There is also the potential for mechanical interactions between the fuel and the tungsten rod
that can affect expansion thermometer performance. 

4.3.3.  Fuel densification / swelling measurements 

The mechanical stability of nuclear fuels is an important performance parameter. For in-pile
monitoring fuel stack-length changes, the HRP has also developed instruments based on LVDTs.
In order to measure fuel densification and swelling, the magnetic core of the LVDT is attached to
a spring-loaded plate in contact with a fuel pellet in one end of the fuel stack (see Figure 4-19).
The magnetic core then follows the expansion and contraction of the fuel stack and provides data
on the fuel’s mechanical behavior. 

4.3.4.  Fuel rod pressure measurements

Fission gas release mechanisms and the fuel rod internal pressure are key issues for extending
the burn-up of fuel in power reactors. To study the fission gas release phenomena under transient
conditions, the HRP developed an in-core pressure sensor which is also based on LVDT technol-
ogy. The pressure sensor (Figure 4-20) consists of a miniaturized bellows assembly, made from

Figure 4-18.  Thermal expansion thermometer.
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stainless steel or Inconel, inserted into the plenum of the fuel rod. One end of the bellows is fixed
to the fuel rod end plug, while the other end is allowed to move freely. A magnetic core assembly
is attached to the free moving end of the bellows assembly. If the pressure in the fuel rod plenum
is increasing, the bellows assembly will contract (due to the increased outer pressure), and the
magnetic core will move accordingly. An LVDT is used for monitoring the position of the mag-
netic core; and thus, the fuel rod internal pressure can be measured. 

Measurement ranges up to 150 bar (15 MPa or 2180 psig) are possible. To reduce material
creep at high temperature and radiation intensity, the bellows are pre-pressurized (inside) and con-
ditioned for several days at high pressure and temperature. The pressure transducer can be sys-
tematically re-calibrated during reactor outages using procedures developed at HRP (that HRP
will provide to other facilities employing one of their sensors). The bellows differential pressure

Figure 4-19.  Fuel stack elongation detector.

Figure 4-20.  Pressure gauge
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will, in addition to release of fission gases, be dependent upon fuel densification/swelling charac-
teristics, changes in gas temperature and fuel/cladding thermal expansion during operation. Den-
sification will lower the fuel rod internal pressure, while swelling and gas temperature effects and
fuel differential expansion will increase fuel rod internal pressure. 

4.3.5.  Fuel rod diameter measurements

The HRP uses fuel rod diameter measurements to obtain data on cladding creep, pellet-clad-
ding mechanical interaction, fuel creep / relaxation and fuel rod crud deposits. Several of these
items are not only related to the basic fuel behavior, but are also influenced by the environment
surrounding the fuel rod. For example, fuel diameter changes are detected as a function of water
chemistry and temperature, and the impact of crud deposition on reactor power can be detected
using SPNDs. As shown in Figure 4-21, representative test sensors provide real-time in-pile
detection of fuel diameter changes, temperature, and neutron exposure and loop coolant tempera-
ture, flow, and chemistry (e.g., concentration, pH, etc.). 

IFE-HRP relies on LVDT-based technology in this diameter gauge. As shown in Figure 4-
22, the diameter gauge contains a differential transformer with two feelers on opposite sides of the
fuel rod. The magnetic flux path is almost entirely enclosed in ferromagnetic material except for a
few very narrow gaps. The coils are wound on a ferromagnetic core and the ferromagnetic
armature is suspended in cross springs parallel to the coil system in such a way that when the
armature moves, one magnet gap will increase while the opposite one decreases. The diameter
gauge travels along the fuel rod by using an in-core hydraulic drive and positioning system. It is
possible to perform diameter measurements on a continuous basis (e.g. during power transients
for measuring pellet-cladding interaction) or on a less frequent basis (e.g. once every month for
monitoring crud build-up). The accuracy of the diameter gauge is ± 2 �m, and a calibration is

Figure 4-21.  Representative HRP fuel pellet cladding interaction or crud deposition test rig.
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performed in conjunction with each diameter trace by using known calibration steps on both fuel
rod end plugs. The diameter gauge can operate at up to 165 bar and 325 °C, However, there is the
potential to increase this temperature limit with alternate LVDT components and fabrication
processes. 

Figure 4-23 shows results from diameter measurements on a typical PWR fuel rod irradiated
in the HBWR as part of a PWR crud evaluation program. The irradiation is performed in a PWR
loop system that allows variations in water chemistry parameters during irradiation. Diameter
gauge run no. 7275 was performed immediately after startup of the experiment to provide initial
fuel rod diameter data. Diameter gauge run no. 7739 was performed after approximately 230 days
at full power and shows cladding creep-down typical for PWR fuel rods. Diameter run. no. 7754
was performed after an additional 25 days after changing the water chemistry in the loop system.
The water chemistry change included an increase in the iron and nickel content. The diameter
trace shows that crud deposits formed on the upper part of the fuel rod. The possibility of observ-
ing the formation of crud by monitoring the fuel rod diameter on-line along with changes in neu-
tron flux and fuel temperature provides the HRP insights into developing a remedy for crud and
related phenomena as “Axial Offset Anomaly”.32  

4.3.6.  Crack-growth measurements 

In order to monitor crack-growth rates in core structural component materials, the HRP uti-
lizes miniaturized Compact Tension (CT) specimens and the “direct current potential drop
method” for measuring crack propagation. The direct current potential drop method (see Figure 4-
24) is based on sending an electrical current through the specimen and measuring the potential
(voltage) at several locations on the CT-specimen. The measured potentials depend on the propa-
gation of the crack. Thus, the crack-length can be determined from the measured potential drops.
Reference 33 reports results in which this approach was successfully applied to detect changes in

Figure 4-22.  Diameter gauge used at HRP.
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crack growth rate due to variations in coolant pH for various metals. HRP has applied this tech-
nology to detect the impact of coolant parameters (pH, impurities, boron concentration, etc.) on
fuel cladding corrosion. In addition, HRP can perform such measurements on pre-irradiated fuel
removed from commercial reactors.

Figure 4-23.  Fuel rod diameter traces showing cladding creep down and crud deposition.

Figure 4-24.  Crack growth test rig
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4.3.7.  Summary

Although the HBWR has a much lower power rating and is considerably older than the ATR,
the instrumentation capabilities developed by HRP staff have significantly extended its irradiation
capabilities. In addition, the HRP has leveraged this expertise to supply instrumentation for com-
mercial, naval, and other materials test reactors.

The HRP relies heavily on specialized in-core instrumentation in order to perform fuel and
material irradiation programs in the HBWR. Although not discussed in this section, the HRP also
has the ability to attach in-core instrumentation to pre-irradiated fuel rods and material samples
from power reactors. Typically, HRP applies instrumentation to detect fission gas release and
thermal conductivity degradation to pre-irradiated fuel rods. Irradiated structural material samples
have been instrumented to detect crack growth. The IFE-HRP continues to refine its existing in-
pile instrumentation and develop new instruments.Ongoing IFE-HRP instrumentation develop-
ment focuses on high temperature conditions, new methods for crack detection and corrosion of
fuel cladding materials. 

4.4.  JAEA

The Japan Atomic Eneryg Agency (JAEA) [formerly the Japan Atomic Energy Research
Institute (JAERI)] provides several types of instrumentation to support tests in the Japan Materi-
als Test Reactor (JMTR).35 Commercial-available sensors procured from Japanese vendors allow
JMTR customers to detect temperatures (via Type N, K, and C thermocouples and In, Sn, Pb, Ag,
and Zn melt wires), length and diameters (using LVDT-based sensors made by Japanese vendors),
fission gas release, and neutron flux (using 1.8 mm diameter fission chambers, SPNDs containing
Rh, Co, or Pt-40%Rh, or flux wires--Fe for fast flux and Al-Co, V-Co, or Ti-Co for thermal neu-
trons), and crack growth (using bellows to load a precracked sample with direct current potential
drop techniques). Reference 35 also indicates that JAEA can reinstrument previously irradiated
fuel rods. JAEA continues to conduct research to enhance specialized instrumentation to support
high temperature irradiations conducted in their High Temperature Test Reactor (HTTR) proto-
type gas reactor and Japan Materials Test Reactor (JMTR). As discussed in References 35 through
39, research is focussing on new technologies for in-pile measurements of temperature, creep,
neutron flux, and gamma-ray intensity distributions.

4.4.1.  Creep and Deformation

Reference 37 describes JAEA efforts to develop irradiation equipment for in-pile creep and
deformation of specimens subjected to loads of up to 10 kN at temperatures up to 600 °C. The in-
vessel parts of this unit (see Figure 4-25) is installed in the reactor pressure vessel through an
HTTR standpipe. This in-vessel part is 8.9 m long with the lower portion consisting of three tubu-
lar parts, two irradiation units and a guide tube, that are each 2.6 m long and 0.113 m in diameter.
Although the specimens are primarily heated from HTTR core heat, a smaller electric 300 W
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heater is included for supplementary temperature control. The neutron flux that specimens experi-
ence is monitored using SPNDs containing rhodium as the emitter. Small fluence wires are also
included for post-irradiation fast and thermal fluence measurements. Temperature is monitored
using Type K thermocouples, and specimen elongation is monitored by LVDTs containing “fine
mineral insulated cable” coil material. Reference 37 notes that JAEA developed these LVDTS
specially for these tests, but doesn’t provide any additional information about what metals are
used in the coil material and if this material is subject to any Curie temperature effect (such as the
materials used in the HRP coils). Furthermore, Reference 37 doesn’t cite any additional refer-
ences where additional information on JAEA LVDT design and performance evaluations can be
found.

4.4.2.  Optical Diagnostic Techniques

JAEA has been active in research to use optical diagnostic techniques to measure tempera-
tures, reactor power, and other operating parameters. Reference 38 reports research results indi-
cating that newly-developed fluorine doped (F-doped) optical fibres can withstand radiation
damage better than silicon core fibres. Results for an F-doped optical fiber indicate that the radia-
tion-induced optical absorption at about 600 nm was less than 0.2 dB/m for an electronic excita-
tion exposure dose of 1.9E6 Gy (1.9e13 rads). 

Figure 4-25.  I-I type irradiation unit with weight loading equipment
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4.4.3.  Neutron Flux and Gamma-Ray Intensity Detection 

For real-time measurement of thermal neutron flux and gamma-ray intensity distributions,
JAEA is exploring two methods: a scintillator optical fiber with a scanning driver and a self-pow-
ered detector with the driver. Tests were completed using the driver system to insert each type of
detector into irradiation holes of the TRIGA II reactor at the Institute for Atomic Energy at Rik-
kyo University. Results indicate that scanning a one meter long core using an optical fiber with a
scintillator (ruby) attached to the tip yields neutron flux distributions similar to that obtained with
foil activation methods (see Figure 4-26). If the scintillator powder is mixed with 6LiF powder, it
can be used for gamma-ray measurement. However, the foil activation method require 4 to 5
hours whereas the fibre method only requires 10 minutes. 

Because light emission of the ruby scintillator decreases at high temperatures, this method
is limited to temperatures of around 100 °C. Although JAEA is continuing to explore the potential
of other scintillators, Reference 39 also reports results from tests using the driver system with
self-powered detectors containing quartz insulators were found to function for temperatures up to
500 °C. Detectors with alumina tubes were only found to function up to 400 °C. 

4.5.  NRG 

The High Flux Reactor (HFR) at Petten, which is owned by the European Communities and
operated by the Netherlands Energy Research Foundation (ECN), has been conducting fuel irradi-
ations using instrumented test rigs for over 40 years. The Nuclear Research and consultancy
Group (NRG) was established as a Partnership Firm in 1998 through the merger of ECN's (70%
share) and KEMA's (30% share) business activities in the nuclear fields. HFR test capsules have
been successfully used to investigate power cycles and ramping behavior on PWR and BWR fuel

Figure 4-26.  Signals obtained with optical fiber detector and Au foil activation methods.
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rods.40 Although the HTR originally focussed on LWR fuel irradiations, significant testing of
HTR and SFR fuels have also been conducted in this facility. Typical instrumentation in such cap-
sules allows measurement of fuel stack displacement, fuel rod length, fuel rod internal pressure,
neutron flux, gamma flux, and fuel rod central temperatures (up to 1350 °C). Discussions with
Petten staff indicates that instruments are primarily obtained from commercial vendors or IFE-
HRP.41,42 Typical instruments employed in specialized ECN test rigs (and the vendors from
whom they are typically obtained) are listed in Table 4-4. Reference 43 describes a testing facility
installed in Petten for continuous in-pile crack testing of samples up to 730 °C. In recent years,
NRG has been involved in several internationally-sponsored tests for advanced reactor fuels.44 In
particular, this reference discusses recently completed and ongoing campaigns to evaluate gas
reactor fuel elements (the HFR-EU1bis and HFR-EU1 tests), gas reactor fuel coating materials
(the PYCAASSO I and II tests), liquid metal fast reactor and accelerator driven system fuel tests
(CONFIRM, FUJI), transmutation fuel tests (HELIOS irradiations), and advanced fuel cycle (e.g.,
U-Pu and Th-U cycle tests (THORIUM testing). 

Table 4-4.  Sensors typically deployed in HFR test rigs

Parameter Sensor Description Manufacturer Limitations

Neutron Fluence Neutron 
metrology sets

SS tubes containing quartz 
minitubes with flux wires 

(Nb, Ti, Fe, NiCo)

NRG Maintain below 800-1000 °C (to 
prevent damage to quartz 

minitubes containing wires).

Self Power 
Neutron 

Detectors

Contains tube with 
emitter,that transmutes and 
decays, emitting electrons 

that produce electrical 
current. Response time 

depends on emitter 
material (Co and Pt ~, 0.05 

sec; V, Rh, and Ag ~51 
sec. to 5.4 min.)

Thermocoax, 
Halden

Properties of SPND change due 
to emitter transmutation. 

Lifetime limited by emitter (V 
and Co ~ 20 year lifetime; Rh ~ 
3 year lifetime in 109 nt/cm2s)

Temperature Thermocouples  Type K and Type N Thermocoax 1000 °C

Pressure Silicon Chip 
Transducer

(XTL-190M)

Tube containing silicon 
chip influenced by 

pressure. 

Kulite Below 210 bar (measurement 
range depends on requested 

pressure ---9 ranges available 
between 0 and 140 bar).

LVDT pressure 
transducer

SS tube containing sealed 
bellow, magnetic core, and 

LVDT. 
Dimensions: 13 mm 
(diameter) x 130 mm 

(length)

IFE-HRP Successfully used in gamma 
field. Probably usable in neutron 

field (but not tested).
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4.6.  KAERI

The Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) utilizes specialized
instrumentation in test capsules supporting materials and fuel irradiations in their High flux
Advanced Neutron Application ReactOr (HANARO) multipurpose, pool-type research reactor.
HANARO was designed to provide a peak thermal and fast flux of 5x1014 n/cm2·sec (E <
0.625eV) and 2.1x1014 n/cm2·sec (E>1.0MeV) at a 30 MW thermal power, respectively. Since
HANARO began operation in 1995, a significant number of experimental facilities has been
developed and installed in its 32 vertical holes and 7 horizontal beam ports to support fuels and
material irradiations.45 and 46 

Test equipment for irradiating nuclear fuels and materials in HANARO are classified into
two categories, capsules (non-instrumented and instrumented) and FTL (Fuel Test Loop).
Instrumented capsules for materials irradiations may include thermocouples, fluence monitors,
and heaters. Fuel tests may include thermocouples (Types K and C), pressure transducers and
elongation detectors to measure fuel temperature, internal pressure of the fuel rod, and fuel
deformation, respectively, and SPNDs to detect neutron flux. In addition, KAERI has developed
specialized capsules for creep and fatigue testing. These capsules often include thermocouples,
fluence monitors, and heaters. KAERI typically procures commercially-available sensors from
Thermocoax (thermocouples and SPNDs), Studsvik (SPNDs) and IFE-HRP (LVDTs). Recently,
KAERI has initiated efforts to obtain enhanced instrumentation for testing of LWR and advanced
reactor fuels and materials, including instrumentation being developed in other countries.46

4.7.  NECSA

The SAFARI-1 test reactor, which is operated by the South Africa Nuclear Energy Corpora-
tion, has in recent years been primarily utilized for the production of isotopes that are needed by
the international industrial and medical sectors. However, preparations are underway to imple-
ment test rigs to allow reactor materials and fuel irradiations. It is planned to include the following
instrumentation in these irradiation test rigs:47

• SPNDs to continuously monitor the thermal flux
• Thermocouples imbedded in irradiation devices
• Flux monitors (e.g., flux foils and/or wires) to measure fluence at selected locations
• Calorimeters to measure total heat deposited in various materials.

It is planned to procure most of this instrumentation from commercial vendors. However,
the high temperatures planned for future GCR fuel irradiations have led NECSA to request INL-
developed HTIR-TCs (see Section 6.1). A wide range of measurements has been planned for the
Pebble Bed Modular Reactor (PBMR) Demonstration Power Plant (DPP) that will be built in
South Africa. As indicated in Reference 48, the Core Structure Instrumentation (CSI) system will
measure the neutron flux and temperature distribution in the reactor’s graphite reflector. The
mechanical stresses, loads, and temperatures on the core barrel will also be monitored. Most of
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this instrumentation is commercially available instrumentation, such as source range monitors,
SPNDs, strain gauges, LVDTs, and Type N thermocouples. In some cases, however, newer
technologies are under consideration. For example, PBMR is considering the use of fiber optics to
detect temperature and strain. 

4.8.  ORNL

The High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR), which is located at and operated by Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL), is an 85-MW isotope production and test reactor that is beryllium-
reflected, light-water-cooled and -moderated, with highly enriched uranium-235 as the fuel. HFIR
provides one of the highest steady-state neutron fluxes available in any of the world's reactors,
and neutron currents from its four horizontal beam tubes are among the highest available.

The original primary purpose of HFIR was the production of transuranium isotopes.
However, many experiment-irradiation facilities were included in its original design; and several
others have been added. Experiment-irradiation facilities available include (1) four horizontal
beam tubes, which originate in the beryllium reflector; (2) the hydraulic tube facility, located in
the very high flux region of the flux trap, which allows for insertion and removal of irradiation
samples while the reactor is operating; (3) thirty target positions in the flux trap, which normally
contain transuranium production rods but which can be used for the irradiation of other
experiments (two are instrumented target positions provided by a recent modification); (4) six
peripheral target positions located at the outer edge of the flux trap; (5) numerous vertical
irradiation facilities of various sizes located throughout the beryllium reflector; (6) two pneumatic
tube facilities in the beryllium reflector, which allow for insertion and removal of irradiation
samples while the reactor is operating for activation analysis; and (7) four slant access facilities,
called “engineering facilities,” located adjacent to the outer edge of the beryllium reflector. In
addition, spent fuel assemblies are used for gamma irradiation in the gamma irradiation facility in
the reactor pool. 

Today, HFIR is principally used to provide a stable neutron source for fundamental
scientific experiments associated with neutron scattering. A 5 inch deep flux trap located at the
center of the HFIR fuel element provides a thermal neutron flux of 2 x1015 n/cm2-sec for
instrumented lead capsules and loop tests; reflector positions are available for exposing samples
in static capsules, loop, and isotope production tests to fluxes of 1 x 1015 n/cm2-sec. Access to
some experimental positions is via a pneumatic tube to allow rapid insertion and removal during
reactor operation. One unique sensor currently deployed at HFIR, SiC temperature monitors for
detecting peak temperature in static capsule tests, is discussed in Section 4.8.1.

4.8.1.  Silicon Carbide Temperature Monitors for Peak Temperature Detection 

Since the early 1960s, the observation that irradiation-induced swelling of silicon carbide
(SiC) begins to anneal out at temperatures exceeding its irradiation temperature has been used as a
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post-irradiation temperature monitor.49 Various approaches (e.g., changes in length, density, ther-
mal conductivity, and electrical resistivity) have been used to infer irradiation temperature from
this observed phenomena. Snead et al.50 recommends using changes in resistivity because of
improved accuracy, ease of measurement, and reduced costs. Work presented by Snead in Refer-
ence 50 was conducted on chemically vapor deposited (CVD) SiC. This material is fully dense
(3.203 g/cc) and stoichiometric. Comparisons between SiC measurements and thermocouples
indicate that accuracies of approximately 20 °C are possible for dose ranges of 1 to 8 dpa and
temperatures from 200 to at least 800 °C. Absolute limits for this approach are 150 °C (an amor-
phorous threshold) and 875 °C (due to recrystallization). Note that Reference 51 cites that mea-
surements should be taken in a controlled environment (within 0.4 °C) with annealing periods of
approximately 30 minutes to obtain these accuracies. 

Figure 4-27 (from Reference 50) shows data obtained from this technique. The curves shown
in this figure represent data obtained from a series of samples, all irradiated in the ORNL HFIR
core at similar dose rates of ~ 8 x 1014 n/cm2-s (E > 0.1 MeV). The total dose for the curves is not
identical. The curve for an irradiation temperature of ~350 °C is at the lowest dose (~0.1 dpa,
assuming 1 dpa = 1 x 1021 n/cm2; E>0.1 MeV) while the remainder are from ~1-8 dpa. It is spec-
ulated that the apparent saturation in normalized resistivity for the 0.1 dpa sample represents the
point at which the simplest of the defects in the irradiated SiC have annealed away and represents
conductivity at the new dopant level for the irradiated SiC. 

It should be noted that there are several limitations associated with the use of SiC
temperature detectors. As discussed in Reference 52, temperatures are inferred by post-irradiation
detection of changes in the stable defect population within SiC monitors that were incurred during

Figure 4-27.  Electrical resistivity technique applied over a range of irradiation temperatures.
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irradiation. Some examples where errors could be inferred from SiC monitors cited in Reference
52 include: 

• Irradiation temperatures rising during the latter part of irradiation. For damages greater than 
> 0.1 dpa), the increasing temperature will anneal out defects that occur at the lower irradia-
tion temperature, while creating stable defects at the higher temperature. When isochronal 
annealing is performed, lower temperature defects (to some or great extent) will have already 
been removed, and the recovery curve will be smeared to somewhat higher temperatures. If 
the temperature increase during irradiation is not great, or the time at higher temperature not 
high, then the original departure from linearity will still give the earlier irradiation tempera-
ture. 

• Irradiation temperatures decreasing during irradiation. This decrease will lead to defects 
being created and frozen-in at the higher-temperature, while continuing to create lower tem-
perature defects. The isochronal anneal will then give you an indication of the lowest irradia-
tion temperature (in this case at the end of the irradiation period) and the recovery curve will 
be smeared because you will continue to anneal higher and higher temperature stable defect.

• Upward or downward temperature spikes during irradiation. This case has the potential to 
lead to partially created or annealed defects, depending on the change and duration of the tem-
perature increase and the damage to the SiC monitor during irradiation. 

However, if irradiation tests are conducted at or near the same temperature when the reactor is at 
power, none of these situations are of concerns. 
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5.  PATH FORWARD FOR ENHANCED ATR INSTRUMENTATION

INL has a long history of developing highly specialized instrumentation to meet demands of
customers conducting unique tests in INL facilities. Such instrumentation was used in INL test
reactors and in facilities from the Power Burst Facility (PBF) and Loss of Fluid Test (LOFT)
research programs. Unfortunately, INL instrumentation development and research funding
declined significantly in the 1980s, when large test facility programs ended. Until recently, ATR
irradiations relied primarily on commercial vendors for instrumentation.

As documented in Section 4, several test reactor programs in Europe and Asia, such as the
HFR (Petten) and HBWR (Halden) appear to have better maintained their instrumentation devel-
opment and evaluation research capability. Others, such as CEA, are rapidly trying to regain this
expertise. As part of the ATR NSUF, it was recognized that a similar focussed effort was needed
at INL if the ATR is to become competitive as a world class irradiation facility. Hence, a research
and development plan was developed in 2007 so that ATR users have access to enhanced real-
time in-pile instrumentation, comparable to (and, in some cases, superior to) that available at
other materials and test reactors, by 2015. As documented in this section, the plan identifies and
prioritizes instrumentation research considering customer and reactor staff needs along with tech-
nology readiness. Section 6 reports on INL progress in accomplishing objectives outlined in the
research plan presented in this section.

5.1.  Motivation/Justification for Investment

There are several reasons that an instrumentation research and development program is right
for the ATR, the ATR NSUF, and INL:

• Key Component for ATR NSUF Success. If the ATR NSUF is to become a world-class irradi-
ation facility, adequate instrumentation must be available to its users. Clearly, the ATR has 
advantages over many other materials and test reactors that are older with smaller irradiation 
test locations and lower flux levels. Yet, the instrumentation capabilities developed by 
research staff at other test reactors allow their customers to obtain real-time data from tests 
that cannot be obtained from tests conducted in the ATR. 

• Expertise for prioritizing instrumentation program tasks. Specialized instrumentation was 
once a core capability of this laboratory. Engineering staff that support ATR irradiations at 
INL have a long history of designing specialized capsules and test fixtures. If INL obtains 
input from staff that support ATR irradiations for DOE-NE and naval reactor programs that 
will be funding most near-term materials and fuels tests, this instrumentation development 
program can help meet near-term customer needs and help the ATR attract other customers. 

• Expertise and facilities for developing and deploying unique instrumentation. Much of the 
investment has already been made to obtain the right equipment and trained staff. INL’s High 
Temperature Test Laboratory (HTTL) is a state-of-the-art facility with unique equipment for 
evaluating and fabricating (where needed) this instrumentation. INL has a unique test reactor 
for demonstrating and using new instrumentation for in-pile measurements.

• Market for research program task collaboration and products. Clearly, the primary market 
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for products from this research program are ATR users. However, INL-developed instrumen-
tation have the potential to attract customers from other materials test reactors (e.g., ECN and 
NESCA as noted in Section 4). In addition, there is the potential for instrumentation devel-
oped and deployed from this research to be used in commercial nuclear power plants and for 
non-nuclear applications. Potential funding sources for an ATR NSUF instrumentation pro-
gram and its products are summarized in Table 5-1. This table also lists potential collaborators 
for various instrumentation program elements. 

5.2.  Currently Available ATR Instrumentation

Table 5-2 identifies instrumentation currently used in various ATR experiments. As noted
above, most ATR instrumentation is obtained from commercial vendors. The column labeled
“Currently Available” under “Possible Instrumentation Advancement” lists instrumentation that is
used at other test reactors that could be adapted for ATR applications. As indicated in this table,
several technologies are being used at other test reactors that could enhance ATR instrumentation
capabilities. Note that adapting such instrumentation from other test reactors often requires
laboratory demonstrations because of ATR-specific irradiation conditions and test capsule
geometries. For example, smaller devices may be required that can withstand higher temperatures
and fluences. The column labeled “Developmental” under “Proposed Instrumentation
Advancement” lists developmental or non-nuclear technologies that could be used in ATR
irradiation tests. Technologies listed in this column are considered to be less “ready” for
implementation.

Table 5-1.  Funding sources and potential collaborators for INL instrumentation elements.

Program Elements Funding Sources Collaborators

Instrumentation Program 
Sensor Development

ATR Scientific User Facility
DOE-NE Sponsored LWR R&D
DOE-NE Sponsored Advanced Fuel Cycle R&D
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
INL LDRD 

IFE-HRP
CEA
SCK·CEN
NRG
KAERI
JAERI
International Funding Agencies 
(OECD, IAEA, JRC)

Developed Sensors-
Nuclear Customers

Other Materials Test Reactors (South Africa 
SAFARI-1, NRG/JRC - Petten, KAERI-HANARO, 
ORNL-HFIR, SNL-ACRR, etc.)
Commercial Nuclear Reactors
DOE-NE (NGNP, GNEP, LWR R&D, etc.)
NNSA (NR)
NASA

Other Materials Test Reactors 
(China, South Africa, Australia, 
France, Norway, Netherlands, US-
SNL & ORNL)
Commercial Industry (fiber optic, 
thermocouple, and pushrod 
dilatometer / LVDT vendors via 
STTR or venture capital) to 
transfer technology.

Developed Sensors- 
Non-Nuclear Customers

Department of Defense, Aircraft Industry,
Coal Industry

High Temperature Refractory 
Metal Processing, Aircraft Industry
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Table 5-2.  Current and developmental instrumentation for ATR irradiations.

Location Parameter Technology at ATR
Possible Instrumentation Advancement

(Section where discussed)

Currently Available Developmental
Static 
Capsule 
Experiment

Peak 
Temperature

-Melt wires
-Paint spots

-SiC Temperature Monitors 
(ORNL / INL - Section 4.8.1 and 
Section 6.1)

-Wireless technologies 

Fluence (
neutron)

-Flux wires (Fe, Ni, 
and Nb) 

-Activating foil dosimeters - 
(CEA - Section 4.1) 

-Wireless technologies 

Dimensional -Wireless technologies 
Instrumented 
Lead Experi-
ment

Temperature -Thermocouples (Type 
N, K, C, and HTIR-
TCs)a

-SiC temperature monitors 
(Section 4.8.1)

- Fiber Optics (SCK·CEN Sec-
tion 4.2.3, JAERI - Section 
4.4.2, and INL-Section 6.1)
- Ultrasonic Thermometers 
(INL -Section 6.1) 

Thermal 
Conductivity

-Out-of-pile 
examinations.

- Degradation detection using 
signal from two thermocouples 
(HRP- 4.3.2)b

-Hot wire techniques (INL -
Section 6.2)

Fluence 
(neutron)

-Flux wires (Fe, Ni, 
and Nb)

-Activating foil dosimeters (CEA 
- Section 4.1)

Flux (neutron) -Self-Powered Neutron Detec-
tors (HRP - Section 4.3)
-Subminiature fission cham-
bers (CEA - Section 4.1.1)

-Moveable SPNDs 
(SCK·CEN - Section 4.2.1)

Gamma
Heating

-Calorimeters (CEA - Section 
4.1)
-Gamma thermometers (HRP -
Section 4.3)

Dimensional 
(stressed and 
unstressed
samples)

-Out-of-pile 
examinations using 
strain gauges and/or 
inspection

-LVDT-based sample elonga-
tion/ fuel stack elongation / 
creep and tensile test rigs (HRP 
- Section 4.3, JAERI -Section 
4.4.1, KAERI - 4.6, 4.2.4)
-Diameter gauge (HRP - Sec-
tion 4.3.5)
-Hyper frequency resonant cavi-
ties (CEA - Section 4.1)

 -Ultrasonic Transducers 
(Section 6.3)

Fission Gas 
(Amount, 
Composition)

-Gas Chromatography
-Pressure sensors
-”Near real-time sam-
pling with detectors
-Chemistry samples

-LVDT-based pressure gauge 
(HRP -Section 4.3.4)

-Acoustic measurements with 
high-frequency echography 
(CEA - Section 4.1.4)
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Pressurized 
Water Loop

Temperature -Thermocouples (Type 
N, K, C, and HTIR-
TCs)c

- Fiber Optics (SCK·CEN Sec-
tion 4.2.3, JAERI - Section 
4.4.2, and INL-Section 6.1)
- Ultrasonic Thermometers 
(INL -Section 6.1) 

Thermal 
Conductivity

-Out-of-pile 
examinations.

- Degradation detection using 
signal from two thermocouples 
(HRP- 4.3.2)d

-Hot wire techniques (INL -
Section 6.2)

Loop Pressure -Differential pressure 
transmitters
-Pressure gauges with 
impulse lines

Flowrate -Flow venturis
-Orifice plates

Water 
Chemistry

-Off-line sampling 
/analysis

-Electrical chemical potential 
probes (HRP - Section 4.3)

Fission Gas 
(Amount, 
Composition)

-Gas Chromatography
-Pressure sensors
-Gamma detectors
-Chemistry samples

-LVDT-based pressure gauge 
(HRP -Section 4.3.4)

-Acoustic measurements with 
high-frequency echography 
(CEA - Section 4.1.4)

Fluence 
(neutron)

-Flux wires (Fe, Ni, 
and Nb)

-Activating foil dosimeters (CEA 
- Section 4.1)

Flux (neutron) -Self-Powered Neutron Detec-
tors (HRP - Section 4.3)
-Subminiature fission 
chambers (CEA - Section 4.1.1)

-Moveable SPNDs 
(SCK·CEN - Section 4.2.1)

Gamma
Heating

-Calorimeters (CEA - Section 
4.1)
-Gamma thermometers (HRP -
Section 4.3)

Dimensional 
(stressed and 
unstressed
samples)

-Out-of-pile 
examinations using 
strain gauges and/or 
inspection

-LVDT-based sample elonga-
tion/ creep and tensile test rigs 
(HRP - Section 4.3, JAERI -
Section 4.4, KAERI - 4.6, 4.2.4)
-Diameter gauge (HRP - 
Section 4.3.5)
-Hyper frequency resonant 
cavities (CEA - Section 4.1)

-Ultrasonic Transducers (Sec-
tion 6.3)

Crud deposition 
and effects

-Out-of-pile 
examinations

-Diameter gauge (HRP - Sec-
tion 4.3.5) with: 
-SPNDs to detect impact on 
neutron flux (HRP - Section 4.3)
-Thermocouples to detect 
impact on power (HRP - Section 
4.3.2)

Crack initiation 
and growth

- Direct current potential drop 
method with CT specimens 
(HRP -Section 4.3.6)

-Ultrasonic Transducers 

a. Type C thermocouple use requires a “correction factor” for decalibration during irradiation.
b. Thermal conductivity estimates require assumptions related to fuel degradation and gap conductance. 
c. Type C thermocouple use requires a “correction factor” for decalibration during irradiation.
d. Thermal conductivity estimates require assumptions related to fuel degradation and gap conductance. 

Table 5-2.  Current and developmental instrumentation for ATR irradiations.

Location Parameter Technology at ATR
Possible Instrumentation Advancement

(Section where discussed)

Currently Available Developmental
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5.3.  Current Prioritization for Instrumentation Development 

Figure 5-1 presents a schedule for developing and demonstrating instrumentation needed to
advance ATR NSUF testing capabilities. There are three major activities identified: “Nearer-Term
Instrumentation Development”, “Developmental Technologies”, and “Irradiation Capsule / Test
Train Deployment”. Qualitative judgments with respect to ATR capabilities compared to other
test reactors are shown at the bottom of this figure. As indicated, it is hoped to have comparable
instrumentation by FY12 and “world class” (e.g., comparable, and in some cases, superior) irradi-
ation capabilities by FY15.

Note that the ATR NSUF-funded instrumentation development effort began in FY 2009. Prior
to that time, new ATR instrumentation was primarily developed using a limited amount of internal
Laboratory Directed Research and Development (LDRD) funding. Sensors were developed that
address needs identified by current and potential customers. Then, programmatic funding covered
the costs required for qualifying the instrumentation for ATR irradiations. Although such an
approach did allow a limited amount of instrumentation to be developed, previous amounts of
LDRD funding devoted to this effort were inadequate for the ATR NSUF to have instrumentation

Figure 5-1.  Current schedule for ATR NSUF advanced instrumentation research and development.

FY08 FY09 FY10 FY11 FY12 FY13

EVAL. AND IMPROVEMENTS

EVAL. AND IMPROVEMENTS

EVALUATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS

DESIGN,/FAB./INSTALL

DESIGN/FAB./INSTALL

FY14

IRRAD. TESTING

CAPSULE IRRAD. TESTING

CAPSULE AND LOOP IRRAD. TESTING

EVALUATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS LOOP IRRAD. TESTING

*Irradiation testing for some technologies to be determined based on evaluation 
results and user priorities.

Nearer-Term Technologies
Temperature - HTIR-TCs
Temperature - SiC Temperature Monitors
Thermal Conductivity - HTIR-TCs and Hot Wire Probe

Length - LVDTs
Diameter - LVDT-based Diameter Gauge

Creep Testing 
Neutron Flux - SPNDs, Fission Chambers, etc.
Gamma Flux - calorimeters, gamma thermometers

Crack Growth - Direct Current Potential Drop
Fission Gas (LVDT-based pressure gauge, sampling)

Developmental Technologies*
Temperature - Ultrasonic Thermometers
Temperature - Fiber Optics
Fission Gas - High Frequency Echography
Crack Init iation and Growth - Fiber Optics
Crack Init iation and Growth - Ultrasonic
Wireless Techniques for Signal Transfer

Instrumentation Irradiation Test Rigs
Instrumented Lead Capsule
Water Loop

Key parameter instrumentation comparable to other test reactors

Demonstrated 'world class' instrumentation and irradiation capabilities

EVALUATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS IRRAD. TESTING

EVALUATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS

EVALUATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS

EVALUATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS

EVALUATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS
IRRAD. TESTING

EVAL. AND IMPROVEMENTS LOOP IRRAD. TESTING

EVALUATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS

EVALUATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS
IRRAD. TESTING

EVALUATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS
CAPSUILE AND LOOP IRRAD. TESTING

EVALUATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS
LOOP IRRAD. TESTING

EVALUATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS
CAPSULE IRRAD. TESTING

EVALUATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS
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comparable to that in other test reactors by 2015. Evaluations indicate that a sustained effort of at
least $1.5 M per year is needed to support this effort. With this level of funding, all ‘Nearer Term’
technologies can be adapted and demonstrated for ATR applications (at least demonstrated to the
point that direct programmatic funding can be obtained for additional instrument qualifications).
Note that the this requested level of funding will also provide for selected research of ‘Develop-
mental Technologies.’ However, the selected priority for “Developmental Technologies” research
will be based on customer and reactor staff prioritization recommendations at the time that fund-
ing becomes available. ATR NSUF funding will cover costs required to develop and deploy test
trains to demonstrate instrumentation performance in inert gas and PWR loop conditions. 

Table 5-3 summarizes in-pile instrumentation that are not currently available to ATR
users. Instrumentation is grouped according to two major categories “Nearer-Term” and
“Developmental Technologies.” “Near term” instrumentation identified in Table 5-3 includes
sensors currently used at other test reactors. As shown in Table 5-3, users at several other test
reactors benefit from several sensors that are not currently available to ATR users. However,
transferring in-pile sensor technology is not always straightforward. In many cases, geometry and
temperature requirements are more limiting because of the higher fluxes and temperatures at
which samples are irradiated at the ATR. In addition, IFE-HRP staff have developed unique
expertise for applying their sensors to HBWR test conditions. Consequently, some INL evaluation
/ testing is needed, which may lead to some design modifications.

Table 5-3 also provides a summary assessment of the status, a ranking of sensor
technology readiness (e.g., the remaining development cost required for in-pile sentimentalization
qualification), customer and reactor staff input on instrumentation development prioritization.
Note that research efforts are focussing on higher priority, “near term” sensor technologies not yet
available to ATR users. 

Section 6 summarizes the status of all sensor technology development efforts underway at
INL. Additional details about ATR NSUF instrumentation enhancement research and
development may also be found in References 53 through 62. 
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Table 5-3.  Candidate sensors to Enhance ATR User Irradiations a

a. Initial assessment, to be updated based on review comments.

Parameter Sensor Current Status Technology 
Readinessb

b. Technology readiness: 1- Currently used at other materials and test reactors, minimal R&D required to adapt to ATR conditions, 2 - Cur-
rently used for non-reactor applications, some R&D required to ensure feasibility, 3 - Limited applications to date, significant R&D required to 
demonstrate feasibility.

User 
Priorityc

c. User priority: 1 - High; 2- Useful, not required for near term (no immediate application and/or other techniques available).

Near Term / Minimal R&D required for modifications for ATR Applications
Temperature HTIR-TCs Currently deployed at ATR in AGR-1 

test. Available to ATR users.
1 1

SiC Temperature Monitors Irradiated at ATR and HFIR. INL ability 
to detect temperature under 
development.

1 1

Thermal conductivity 
changes

Thermocouples Currently used at HBWR (years ago, 
used in EBR-I and MTR). Evaluations 
for ATR applications underway. 

1 1

Length changes LVDT IFE-HRP LVDTs deployed at many test 
reactors. Evaluations for ATR 
applications underway.

1 1

Creep 
elongation/failure

LVDT for sample elongation 
with calibrated load on 
bellows

Currently used at HBWR; design 
developed for ATR applications; 
evaluations to start in FY10. 

1 1

Variable creep load and 
sample elongation

Developed by VTT and evaluated at 
BR-2.

2 1

Diameter changes 
(Crud deposition and 
Corrosion)

Diameter gauge (based on 
LVDT technology)

Currently fabricated and deployed by 
IFE-HRP. Evaluations for ATR 
applications underway.

1 1

Capsule/fuel pin 
failure

Xe gas tagging Used in EBRI-II. ATR-specific design 
developed.

1 1

Crack growth Direct current potential drop w 
CT specimens

Currently used by HRP. ATR-specific 
design developed by MIT for evaluation

1 2

Neutron fluence Subminiature fission cham-
bers

Currently used at OSIRIS and BR-2 
reactors. 

1 2

Self-Powered Neutron 
Detectors

Currently used at HBWR, HFR, and 
OSIRS

1 2

Gamma Heating Calorimeters Currently used at OSIRIS 1 2
Gamma thermometers Currently used at HBWR 1 2

Fission Gas (Amount 
and Composition)

LVDT-based pressure gauge Currently used at HBWR 1 3

Water chemistry ECP probe Currently used at HBWR 1 3
Developmental Technologies/ R&D required to demonstrate feasibility
Temperature and 
crack propagation

Fiber optics Being investigated by several research 
organizations; Luna Incorporated and 
INL awarded STTR proposal to 
investigate viability of ATR irradiation

2 2

Fluence Moveable SPNDs Being investigated by CEA 2 2
Thermal Conductivity Hot wire techniques Initial designs proposed by INL; 

feasibility evaluations underway.
2 2

Elongation (for > 500 
ºC)

Combined pushrod/LVDT Initial design proposed and feasibility 
demonstrates completed by INL; 
additional demonstrations needed.

2 2

Dimensional and 
phase changes

CMUTs Proposed for INL for investigation 2 2

Fission Gas 
(Amount,
Composition)

Acoustic measurements with 
high-frequency echography

Being investigated by CEA 2 3
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6.  DEVELOPMENT - IDAHO NATIONAL LABORATORY 

Several INL efforts are underway to enhance in-pile instrumentation for ATR users. As indi-
cated in Table 6-1, efforts are underway to obtain instrumentation for measuring a wide range of
parameters and conditions. This section summarizes the status of on-going and planned sensor
development and evaluation efforts at INL. 

6.1.  Temperature Sensors

Temperature is a key parameter of interest during fuel and material irradiations.   Because of
its importance, INL efforts have included several new methods for detecting temperature during
irradiation. Using specialized equipment at INL's HTTL, efforts have focused on implementing
two new sensors: (a) unique new thermocouples that resist decalibration due to high temperatures
and neutron transmutation in instrumented lead and loop tests; and (b) silicon carbide temperature

Table 6-1.  Current and planned ATR NSUF sensor development and evaluation efforts

Parameter Sensor Status

Temperature High Temperature Irradia-
tion Resistant Thermo-
couples (HTIR-TCs) 

Initial out-of-pile testing completed. In-pile testing (in the AGR-1 gas 
reactor fuel irradiation test) and sensor enhancement evaluations 
underway

Silicon Carbide Tempera-
ture Monitors

Initial in-pile irradiations underway. Development and evaluation of 
post-irradiation measurement capability underway.

Fiber-Opticsa

a. Fiber optics also offer the potential to measure geometry changes and crack propagation.

Initial testing completed by vendor. Additional out-of-pile and in-pile 
testing investigated as part of several STTR/SBIR projects. Because 
of cost considerations, Phase II R&D will be pursued at a university 
reactor.

Ultrasonic Thermometers Successfully developed and deployed to support high temperature 
fuel testing several decades ago. Enabling technology information 
should be documented and improved upon with improved signal 
processing now available.

Thermal
Conductivity

Dual thermocouples Initial laboratory testing underway. Anticipate that inclusion of HTIR-
TCs could allow detection at higher temperatures than current meth-
ods used by IFE-HRP.

Hot-wire method Initial laboratory testing underway. Anticipated that inclusion of 
HTIR-TCs could allow detection at higher temperatures.

Elongation, Crud 
deposition, Corro-
sion,

LVDTsa Out-of-pile testing underway.

Ultrasonic Transducers 
(UTs)

Scoping tests completed and prototype conceptual design devel-
oped; additional prototype out-of-pile testing needed.

In-pile Creep 
Test Rig

LVDT-based rig with bel-
lows

Design developed. Prototype being manufactured.

Crack propagation Direct current potential 
drop method with CT 
specimens a

Preliminary design (based on HRP method) developed by MIT.
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monitors for static capsule tests. INL has also been involved in preliminary investigations explor-
ing the use of fiber optics as a non-contact temperature sensor. 

6.1.1.  High Temperature Irradiation Resistant Thermocouples (HTIR-TCs)

Commercially-available thermocouples drift due to degradation at high temperatures (above
1100 °C) or due to transmutation of thermocouple components with high neutron absorption cross
sections. Thermocouples are needed that can withstand both high temperature and high radiation
environments. To address this need, INL developed a High Temperature Irradiation Resistant
ThermoCouple (HTIR-TC) design that contains commercially-available doped molybdenum
paired with a niobium alloy. Battelle Energy Alliance (BEA), the operating contractor for INL,
has filed a patent application for this technology; and INL now offers these sensors, with diame-
ters ranging from 1.0 to 3.2 mm, to customers for nuclear and non-nuclear applications.   HTIR-
TC component materials were selected based on data obtained from materials interaction tests,
ductility investigations, and resolution evaluations.55 through 57 To stabilize grain growth, HTIR-
TCs are heat treated prior to calibration. Calibration data indicate that HTIR-TCs typically have
accuracies ranging from 0.1 to 0.4%. To demonstrate HTIR-TC long duration performance,   ther-
mocouples have been heated at elevated temperatures (from 1200 °C to 1800 °C) for up to 6
months. The 1200 °C test included nineteen commercially-available Type N thermocouples, three
commercially-available Type K thermocouples, and nine INL-developed swaged HTIR-TCs.   As
indicated in Figure 6-1, some Type K and N thermocouples drifted by over 100 °C or 8%. Much
smaller drifts (typically less than 20 °C or 2%) were observed in the INL-developed HTIR-TCs.
As shown in Reference 58, similar drifts (2%) were observed in HTIR-TCs in a long duration
(4000 hour) test completed at 1400 °C.

HTIR-TCs were installed in a multi-capsule experiment that is currently being irradiated in
INL's ATR. This multi-capsule experiment, AGR-1, is designed to irradiate gas reactor fuel com-

Figure 6-1.  Representative thermocouple response in 1200 °C test.
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pacts at temperatures up to approximately 1200 °C. The test, which started in February 2007, is
still underway. Figure 6-2 shows signals from one of the test capsules containing two INL-devel-
oped HTIR-TCs and one Type N thermocouple. The Type N thermocouple was purposely located
at a cooler region within this test capsule. Signal variations are due to ATR power fluctuations and
outages. At the beginning of this irradiation, the HTIR-TC located near the Type N thermocouple
gave a signal consistent with the signal from the Type N thermocouple.   In addition, the HTIR-
TC located at a hotter region within the capsule is yielding a consistent signal, but at a higher tem-
perature. However, in October 2008, the Type N thermocouple failed and its signal ceased.

INL has also fabricated HTIR-TCs for other customers. During FY2009, three HTIR-TCs and
associated peripherals (e.g., soft extension cables, ice point cell probes, etc.) were fabricated for
MITR irradiations. Discussions have been initiated with representatives from the Joint Research
Centre (JRC) of the European Commission and the South Africa Nuclear Energy Corporation
(NECSA) about the potential for INL to provide HTIR-TCs for upcoming irradiations planned for
gas reactor fuel in the High Flux Reactor and the SAFARI-1 research reactor, respectively.

INL has also continued to investigate options that could reduce fabrication costs and enhance
the reliability of INL-developed HTIR-TCs for higher temperature in-pile testing, allowing their
use in   applications up to 1800 °C. Investigations identified several improvements in HTIR-TC
fabrication processes that reduced costs and improved thermocouple reliability, such as auto-
mated, consistent fabrication techniques, alternate components in compensating soft extension
cable, and improved heat treatments. As documented in References [59] through [62], more
recent efforts investigate alternate HTIR-TCs designs that offer the potential to improve HTIR-
TC operation at higher temperatures. 

Initially-deployed HTIR-TCs rely on swaging fabrication techniques because of their simplic-
ity and durability. As shown in Figure 6-3a, a swaged TC is fabricated by loading pre-formed,
crushable insulator beads onto thermoelement wires and placing the insulated thermoelements in
a sheath (tube) that is then swaged (compacted) to form a single, cohesive component. If desired,

Figure 6-2.  HTIR-TCs installed in AGR-1 capsule and representative HTIR-TC and Type N data.
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the thermocouple may be joined to hard extension cable using a splice sleeve as shown in Figure
6-3a. Recently, INL has explored drawn and loose assembly HTIR-TC designs.  

Drawn thermocouples are prepared similarly to swaged thermocouples in that crushable insu-
lator beads are loaded onto thermoelement wires that are placed in a sheath. However, the drawn
assembly is passed through a stationary die in a drawbench (see Figure 6-3a) to form a thermo-
couple. In a loose assembly thermocouple (see Figure 6-3b), preformed hard-fired insulators are
loaded onto thermoelement wires. After being placed in a sheath, a splice sleeve is used to join the
thermocouple assembly to the hard extension cable. 

Loose assembly HTIR-TC fabrication requirements included developing specialized splice
sleeve and insulators for joining the loose assembly thermocouple to the hard extension cable (see
Figure 6-3b). Three sealing welds are also needed (connecting the two halves of the splice sleeve,
between the extension cable sheath and the splice sleeve, and between the splice sleeve and the
TC sheath). To preclude any oxidation of thermocouple components, the assembly is vacuum
purged and backfilled with inert gas through this splice sleeve and specialized fixturing. In this
specialized fixturing, the assembly is vacuumed down to at least 10-5 torr and backfilled with
helium through a tiny hole in the splice sleeve. The backfill hole in the splice sleeve is welded
closed through the view port of the fixturing using a laser welder.

Drawn and loose assembly thermocouple designs each offer the potential for improved high
temperature performance over swaged thermocouples. Compared to swaging, the drawing process

Figure 6-3.  Various thermocouple fabrication processes.

a. Swaged and Drawn HTIR-TCs

Swager

Drawbench

b. Loose-assembly HTIR-TCs
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does not twist HTIR-TC thermoelement wires. INL evaluations also indicate that drawing leads to
less distortion of thermoelement wires. In a loose assembly HTIR-TC, higher temperatures may
be possible because thermoelement thinning and irregular deformation associated with swaging
and drawing are avoided. Furthermore, these designs can better accommodate differential thermal
expansion of thermocouple components without inducing thermoelement stress. 

A long duration (1000 hour) test was recently completed to compare the performance of
swaged, drawn, and loose assembly HTIR-TCs at 1500 °C. This test was performed in the HTTL
high temperature vacuum furnace. Multiple swaged, drawn, and loose assembly thermocouples
were included in this test. Results from the 1500 °C test are shown in Figure 6-4. The signals from
the swaged and drawn HTIR-TCs decreased by 2.3%, primarily during the first 600 hours of the
test. The loose assembly thermocouple displayed greater stability and resolution than either the
swaged or drawn thermocouples.   Although the swaged HTIR-TC response is consistent with the
decalibration observed in prior 1200 and 1400 °C 4000 hour tests, the fact that most of the drift
occurred during initial portions of this test suggests that longer duration heat treatments may be
needed to stabilize the distortion associated with swaging or drawing processes in larger diameter
thermoelement wires (prior HTTL efforts to optimize heat treatment processes had focused on
thermocouples smaller diameter wires). 

Selected thermocouples from this test have also been tested at 1800 °C without any additional
heat treatment. Results, shown in Figure 6-5, suggest that HTIR-TCs are also capable of function-
ing at these temperatures. Although a furnace malfunction led to this test being terminated prema-
turely at 170 hours, the loose assembly and drawn HTIR-TCs exhibited less than 1% drift and the
swaged HTIR-TC exhibited approximately 8% drift. Note that fabrication processes for HTIR-
TCs expected to operate at 1800 °C would include heat treatment above this temperature.
Although better stability would be expected from all three HTIR-TC designs if they had been heat
treated for operation at 1800 °C, HTIR-TC performance in this test suggests that they are viable
sensors at this temperature.

Figure 6-4.  Thermocouple performance after 1000 hours at 1500 °C
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6.1.2.  Silicon Carbide Temperature Monitors

As noted in Table 6-1, silicon carbide (SiC) temperature monitors are now available for
use as temperature sensors in ATR static capsules. Melt wires or paint spots, which are typically
for temperature sensors in static capsules, are limited in that they can only detect whether a single
temperature was exceeded or not. SiC monitors are advantageous because a single monitor can be
used to detect for a range of temperatures that may have occurred during irradiation. 

For decades, post-irradiation temperature monitors have been based on the phenomenon
that irradiation-induced defects of SiC begin to anneal out at temperatures exceeding its
irradiation temperature. Researchers relied on changes in length, density, thermal conductivity,
and electrical resistivity to infer irradiation temperature from SiC monitors. As discussed in
Section 4.8, ORNL used changes in resistivity to detect peak irradiation temperatures between
200 and 800 °C with accuracies of approximately 20 °C. INL has recently developed a capability
similar to that reported by ORNL for detecting peak irradiation temperature. Specialized
equipment at INL's HTTL (see Figure 6-6) has been configured so that it can be used to measure
resistivity of SiC samples after heating at various temperatures. SiC electrical resistivity is
measured after heating in a furnace located within a stainless steel enclosure at the HTTL. SiC
monitors are heated in a furnace that is placed under a hood located within the stainless steel
enclosure. Temperature accuracy in this furnace is verified using thermocouples that have been
calibrated using National Institute of Standards and Testing (NIST)-traceable sources. The
ventilation system is activated during heating so that any vapors released during heating are
vented through this ventilation system. After heating, cooled samples are placed into a constant
temperature environmental test chamber to insure electrical resistivity measurements are taken
within 0.2 °C of a predetermined temperature, 30 °C. Reference 50 indicates that resistance
measurements must be taken at nearly the same temperature or it will adversely affect the
accuracy of SiC temperature monitors. A high accuracy (9 digit) multimeter is used to obtain
resistance measurements. This multimeter is placed outside the stainless steel enclosure.

Figure 6-5.  Thermocouple performance at 1800 °C 
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Reference 51 indicates that resistance measurements should be taken with SiC
temperature monitors always placed with the same orientation. In addition to marking on the SiC
monitors, special fixturing has been developed by INL to facilitate these measurements. A four
point probe technique is used with the four points contacted to the sample through spring-loaded
angled electrodes that hold the SiC carbide temperature monitor in place, as shown in Figure 6-6.
Current and voltage are provided to the sample through wires that are threaded through the holes
in the electrodes.

Temperature monitors, approximately 1 mm x 1 mm x 10 mm, for ATR irradiations were
fabricated from high gradea (high density/high resistivity) SiC (SC-003) manufactured by Rohm
and Haas. As noted in Section 4.8, Snead recommends using ‘high grade’ chemically vapor
deposited (CVD) SiC. This material is fully dense (3.203 g/cm3) and stoichiometric ATR capsules
containing SiC temperature monitors near specimens for which peak temperature values are
needed are being used to irradiate materials of interest for advanced reactor applications at a
variety of temperatures (nominally 300 °C, 400 °C, 500 °C, and 700 °C) and total dose
accumulations (nominally 3 dpa and 6 dpa). In September 2008, such a capsule was inserted in
the ATR East Flux Trap, where the fast flux is approximately 9.7x1013 n/cm2-s (E > 1 MeV).
Although a variety of materials are included in this capsule, a dose of 1 dpa in stainless steel
roughly corresponds to a fluence of 7x1020 n/cm2. Some of the SiC monitors in this ATR capsules
are expected to be removed and examined at the HTTL in December 2009. 

To verify the operability of equipment installed at the HTTL, INL tested several samples
made from two grades of SiC produced by Rohm and Haas: SC-002, which has an average
resistivity of 1 ohm-cm; and SC-003 which has an average resistivity of 8323 ohm-cm (actual
vendor measurements for SC-003 varied between 2564 to 23,886 ohm-cm). Results indicate that

Figure 6-6.  Setup for annealing and measuring electrical resistivity of SiC temperature monitors. 

a.  Low resistivity grade achieved by doping high resistivity grade with nitrogen.
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INL can successfully detect the SiC grade of SiC in a temperature monitor. In addition, INL was
able to obtain consistent resistivity data for samples made from each grade of SiC (e.g., resistivity
values were within 13% of the average measured value for each grade of SiC). Furthermore, the
measured values for SC-003 were within the range of values provided by the vendor for this run
of material. To further verify the accuracy of the INL setup, a joint INL/ORNL effort has been
initiated to perform comparison runs of irradiated SiC temperature monitors. Results from this
comparison effort are expected to be available in October 2009.

6.1.3.  Fiber Optics

As noted in Section 4.2.3, fiber optic sensors can measure a large range of physical, chemical
and environmental variables such as temperature, pressure, shape/position, displacement, chemi-
cal concentration, moisture, acceleration, load, skin friction, flow and strain. A unique character-
istic of these sensors is their potential to have one integrated unit that can detect multiple
parameters. However, it is well known that optical fibers exhibit loss induced by exposure to neu-
tron and gamma radiation.63 This is one of the primary reasons that fiber optic sensors, in general,
have not been more widely explored for high-radiation applications. Furthermore, other radiation-
induced effects have been reported, such as a shift in the wavelength of the reflection peak pro-
duced by exposure of typical Fiber Bragg Gratings (FBG) sensors to gamma radiation.64 None-
theless, as reported by Liu, et al.,65 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) conducted a study
(NUREG/CR-5501) that concluded that fiber optic sensors have unique advantages in nuclear
power plant monitoring and control applications, making this technology worthy of further exam-
ination. The same group later examined the survivability of Extrinsic Fabry-Perot Interferometer
(EFPI)-type temperature sensors in a nuclear power plant environment, reporting linear operation
with a partially-recoverable shift in temperature bias after exposure to levels of 1.09 × 106 Gy
gamma and 2.6 × 1016

 cm-2 (E > 1 MeV). Section 4.2.3 reports results from a combined SCK-
CEN and CEA effort to explore the use of fiber optics for length detection. 

Within the US, several organizations are also exploring the use of fiber optics as test reactor
sensors. References 67 through 68 documents results from several activities completed by Luna
Innovations Incorporated to assess the viability of specially-developed fiber optic sensors to sur-
vive nuclear reactor applications. This section summarizes these results as an example of one ven-
dor that is pursuing the use of fiber optics for in-pile instrumentation.

Standard EFPI and FBG sensors constructed with fiber of various material compositions
placed in-core at the at the University of Michigan’s Ford nuclear reactor. Additionally, transmis-
sion measurements were made on 10-meter coils of four different fiber types located in two ex-
core positions. Sensors and fibers were continuously monitored over a period of nearly 2 months.
Total dose levels for the in-core samples reached 8.7 × 108 Gy gamma and 2 × 1019 n/cm2 fast
neutron (E > 1MeV) fluence. FBG sensors were fabricated in four fiber types with multiple levels
of reflectivity. Two configurations of EFPI sensors were constructed using four different sensor
materials. Fiber transmission testing included most of the FBG fiber types, as well as 830 nm sin-
gle mode fiber used for EFPI sensors. As expected, the transmission of the fiber degraded as a
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function of total dose. 20% Ge-doped and SMF-28 fibers exhibited measurable transmission over
a significant time scale at the 1310 nm wavelength, but only the SMF-28 fiber at the low-dose
position remained above the instrument measurement limit at 1550 nm. 

Reference 68 reports results from irradiations of Luna fiber optic sensors optimized for high
radiation / high temperature (800°C) environments in drywells at the Ohio State University
Research Reactor (OSURR) (one in-core in the Auxiliary Irradiation Facility (AIF) and one ex-
core in a well labeled S2). The hybrid fiber optic pressure and temperature sensor design incorpo-
rated multiplexed optical interferometry, to facilitate direct temperature compensation of the pres-
sure sensor. As illustrated in Figure 6-7, the same optical fiber was used to probe the displacement
of a pressure-sensitive diaphragm, and the optical path length of a temperature transducer. An
additional fiber optic sensor with a temperature transducer on its tip was placed inside each pres-
sure sensor housing. For all fiber optic sensors in this experiment, a broad band optical source sig-
nal centered at 1310 nm was incident on the sensors through the fiber, and the reflected
interference pattern was collected by a spectrometer. The peak or peaks in the fast Fourier trans-
form of the interference pattern were used to calculate the optical path lengths, which in turn were
calibrated into engineering units for pressure or temperature. Nearby thermocouples were also
used to estimate the temperature of the pressure sensor housing.

During this entire endurance test, signal integrity and transmission through the optical fibers
was sufficient for monitoring sensor response at these radiation levels. The average pressure sen-
sitivity of 0.73±0.05 um/bar did not show significant long-term drift (Figure 6-8) during its expo-
sure of 5.15E18 n/cm2. Results indicate that reliable temperature compensation methods and
algorithms are necessary for accurate pressure estimates with minimal drift and that the internal,
but separate, fiber optic etalon temperature sensor included in this sensor provided the most reli-
able thermal compensation for the optical diaphragm style fiber optic pressure sensor. 

During a project for the U.S. Air Force, Luna Innovations developed a method to monitor
crack propagation in a composite patch. In order to locate and track small defects and stress con-
centrations, the density of strain sensors required prohibits the use of standard foil gages due to
the massive cabling required. Using the distributed fiber optic approach, Luna developed a
method to produce an array of sensors which successfully monitored crack propagation due to
cyclic fatigue loading.

Figure 6-7.  Fiber optic pressure sensor tip diagram.
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In summary, test results suggests that Luna’s optical fiber technology offer the potential to
correct for decalibration due to radiation darkening of the fibers for limited time periods. How-
ever, longer term, higher flux level and higher temperature evaluations are needed. Luna Innova-
tions teamed with INL on a proposal to fund these evaluations.69 - 70 Although economic factors
precluded Luna from pursuing this irradiation at INL, several test rig design options were devel-
oped in Reference 70. As INL continues to monitor the results from other on-going CEA / fiber
optic investigations (e.g., Luna irradiations at university research reactors, CEA-SCK-CEN irradi-
ations of fiber optics at the BR-2 reactor, etc.) will be reviewed as INL considers whether to initi-
ate additional activities related to fiber optics for in-pile instrumentation.

6.1.4.  Ultrasonic Thermometers

Ultrasonic thermometers (UTs) were developed by INL staff for Power Burst Facility (PBF)
fuel centerline temperature measurements. Research following these tests investigated improve-
ments possible with single crystal tungsten sensors. Although UTs require expensive and complex
signal processing, they are the only in-pile sensors capable of detecting temperatures above
2000 °C. Advances in signal processing offer the potential to further improve the performance of
UTs developed by INL. However, prompt initiation of these evaluations is absolutely critical to
prevent the loss of remaining expertise in this capability as INL staff retires. 

Recent discussions with representatives of the European Commission Joint Research Center
suggest that a similar situation exists within Europe.71 Discussions are underway to document the
status of UTs to prevent permanent loss of information regarding the design, fabrication, and
operation of this technology. 

Figure 6-8.  Sensitivity of pressure sensors in OSURR test (T designates resistance heating, R designates 
gamma heating; 0 T or 0 R designates absence of resistance heating or gamma heating, respectively).
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6.2.  Thermal Conductivity 

Currently, changes in fuel or material thermal conductivity during ATR irradiations are evalu-
ated out-of-pile. However, INL and USU, with assistance from the IFE-HRP, are evaluating a two
thermocouple steady-state thermal conductivity approach and a transient hot wire thermal con-
ductivity method. Project research objectives include:   

• Explore the benefits and limitations of the two-thermocouple steady-state and transient
hot-wire methods as in-pile effective thermal conductivity measurement techniques 

• Quantify accuracy and limitations of techniques by comparisons with standard laboratory
material property measurement systems and thermal analyses from finite element code
predictions.

The general setup used to complete laboratory evaluations of each approach is shown in Figure 6-
9. Details about the setup for each approach and the status of evaluations are summarized in this 
section. Additional details may be found in References 72 through 74. 

6.2.1.  Degradation (via HTIR-TCs)

Initial efforts focussed on the two-thermocouple method. Variations of this approach for
detection of thermal conductivity changes in oxide and metal fuel during irradiation have been
explored since 1960 (e.g., see References 75 through 77). Typically, all of these approaches have
one (or more) thermocouples inserted near the center of the fuel rod and one exterior to the fuel
(in the coolant or a structure outside the fuel element). Currently, the HBWR is the only test reac-
tor where in-pile thermal fuel thermal conductivity measurements are still performed. As noted in
Section 4.3.2, IFE-HRP is using this technique to assess the impact of burnup on thermal conduc-
tivity. HRP tests are typically performed with specially-designed fuel rods with a small as-fabri-
cated fuel-to-clad gap to minimize the influence of gap conductance change
(densification/swelling, fission gas release) on the fuel center temperature during irradiation. In
addition, smaller diameter fuel pellets are also often used to increase burnup accumulation rate.

Figure 6-9.  Configuration for evaluating in-pile thermal conductivity techniques.
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The two thermocouple method is based on the principle of radial heat flow. The steady state
thermal conductivity of a fuel rod, k, can be obtained from the two-thermocouple method by
applying Fourier's Law in cylindrical coordinates.to obtain

(6-1)

where the thermal conductivity is calculated using the radial position of the thermocouple placed 
away from the sample centerline thermocouple, r; volumetric heat generation, ; and measured 
temperature difference, �T. As noted above, this approach is typically implemented in-pile with 
one thermocouple in the center of the fuel and one located outside the fuel cladding (in the cool-
ant). Hence, in-pile degradation of fuel during irradiation due to swelling, cracking, etc., typically 
leads to results being presented as simply an indication of thermal conductivity degradation 
(because the 'effective' thermal conductivity of the fuel, cladding, and gap are measured and one 
is really just detecting changes in the fuel that impact its thermal conductivity).

For this approach, USU/INL evaluations focused on estimating the thermal conductivity of a
surrogate fuel rod using two thermocouples inserted in the rod, one to monitor centerline temper-
ature and another to monitor temperature at a measured radial position within the rod. Although
initial USU/INL evaluations were performed using Type K thermocouples, in-pile applications
would incorporate the use of INL-developed High Temperature Irradiation Resistant Thermocou-
ples (HTIR-TCs) discussed in Section 6.1. CFOAM25, a high temperature carbon structural foam
manufactured by Touchstone Research Laboratory, was selected as the surrogate material in these
evaluations. Although several candidate surrogate materials were initially explored, FY2009
investigations indicated that CFOAM25 was the only viable surrogate material identified with
appropriate electrical resistivity, low thermal conductivity, and high temperature resistance to oxi-
dation and melting. Although the limited room-temperature data from Touchstone were sufficient
to select CFOAM25 as a surrogate material, temperature-dependent material property data were
needed for this USU/INL effort. Temperature-dependent data were obtained using standard mate-
rial property measurement systems (e.g., laser flash diffusivity, pushrod dilatometry, and differen-
tial scanning calorimetry) available at INL's High Temperature Test Laboratory (HTTL). 

Figure 6-10 shows a schematic of the surrogate rod and test setup used to obtain data. Surro-
gate rods containing two thermocouples (Figure 6-10a) are positioned inside a tube furnace with
an argon cover gas to provide a controlled sample test temperature (Figure 6-10b). Voltage and
current from the power supply are supplied to the rod using Inconel electrodes connected to Inc-
onel clamps. Leads attached to Inconel clamps at each end of the rod are used to measure the volt-
age drop across the rod. A precision current shunt is used to measure current within the
experimental test loop. Volumetric heat generation is calculated using the measured current, I; and
the sample voltage drop, V; sample dimensions, and the fact that power is the product of the cur-
rent and voltage. Flow rates can be adjusted using valves to vary fluid conditions within the tube.
The fluid inside the tube can either be air or an inert gas, such as argon. Signals are processed by a
data acquisition system to give temperatures from thermocouples and power in the sample. 

k q· r2

4�T
----------=

q·
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Thermal conductivity testing began at INL's HTTL in January 2009. Testing initially focused
on the 500 ºC - 700 ºC temperature range. Results for tests with the supplied power held constant
at 100 W are compared in Figure 6-11 with average rod effective thermal conductivity values
obtained from material property measurements. Test data (shown as red dots in Figure 6-11) were
within 2% - 8% of the surrogate rod thermal conductivity values calculated from data obtained
from material property measurement systems (the curve in Figure 6-11). During FY10, additional
efforts will be completed to further assess the limitations and repeatability of this approach. 

Using the Abaqus 6.8-2 code,86 Finite Element Analyses (FEA) are being completed to
provide additional insights and extend experimental results. Initial FEA calculations were
performed to help bound the potential effects of non-ideal contact thermal resistance between the
thermocouple and surrogate rod material in laboratory test conditions. Temperature-dependent
material property data for rod material and thermocouple constituents were input into Abaqus.
Figure 6-12 shows results from analyses evaluating the change in surrogate rod thermal
conductivity predicted when the assumption for   gap coefficient varies from of 9376 W/m2K to
308 W/m2K. As shown in Figure 6-12,   this factor of 30 variation in assumed gap coefficient only
affects surrogate fuel rod thermal conductivity estimates by 9%. During FY10, FEA will be
completed to gain additional insights about the accuracy and limitations of the two-thermocouple

Figure 6-10.  Setup for evaluating viability of multiple thermocouple method

(a) 

(a) (a) 

(b) 
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steady-state and hot-wire transient methods for estimating effective rod thermal conductivities for
surrogate materials in laboratory test conditions and fuel rods during in-pile test conditions.

6.2.2.  Hot Wire Method (via HTIR-TCs)

The Transient Hot Wire Method (THWM) or line heat source method, was first suggested
by Schleirmacher.78 Numerous references may be found in the literature describing applications
of this method to measure the thermal conductivity of solids, fluids, and gases (e.g., see
References 79 through 83). Today, several commercial vendors offer systems measuring thermal
conductivity based on THWM techniques (e.g., see Reference 84). The THWM is applied by
embedding a line heat source in the material whose thermal conductivity is to be measured. From

Figure 6-11.  CFOAM thermal conductivity values obtained using two thermocouple approach (in red) 
compared with average values from standard laboratory material property measurement systems (in blue).

Figure 6-12.  Abaqus temperature predictions for different gap heat transfer coefficients.

(a) gap coefficient of 308 W/m	K                 (b) gap coefficient of 9376 W/m2K
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a condition of equilibrium, the heat source is energized and heats the sample with constant power.
The temperature response of the sample is a function of its thermal properties. The thermal
conductivity is found from the temperature rise at a small distance from the heat source.
Following a brief transient period, a plot of the temperature versus the natural logarithm of time
becomes linear, as shown in Figure 6-13 (the time period between t1 and t2). The thermal
conductivity for the sample can be calculated from the following relation: 

, (6-2)

where the power dissipation by the heater wire, Qw, is related to the thermocouple temperature at the time 
when the linear portion of the curve started, T1, and the temperature when the linear portion of the response 
curve ended, T2. 

In these investigations, a new hot wire probe design, containing a resistance heater and
thermocouple embedded in a single probe (see Figure 6-14a), has been developed based on
ASTM D 5334 -05.   Using the setup shown in Figure 6-14b, room temperature evaluations were
completed on several materials (DELIN, particle board, quartz, etc.). As indicated in Table 6-2,
rod effective thermal conductivities are, with the exception of Lexan, within 10% of values
reported in the literature for the materials tested. During FY10, high temperature evaluations will
be completed to assess the viability of this probe for in-pile fuel irradiations. 

Figure 6-13.  Typical time versus temperature plot for hot wire method
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6.3.  Displacement Sensors

Geometry changes of samples irradiated in the ATR are also currently evaluated out-of-pile.
However, INL is investigating several options that offer the potential to obtain real-time geometri-
cal changes of samples during ATR irradiations. The objective of these efforts are to evaluate (and
enhance, as needed) the viability of candidate sensors to detect dimensional changes of specimens
during high temperature irradiations in ATR instrumented lead and PWR loop tests. 

6.3.1.  LVDTs

INL evaluations85 through 86 identified two candidate nuclear grade LVDT vendor designs that
could meet ATR-specific customer requirements listed in Table 6-3. The first supplier, identified
as Vendor A, can currently provide LVDTs qualified to a maximum operating temperature of only
350 ºC; the second supplier, identified as Vendor B, can currently provide only LVDTs with diam-
eters exceeding listed ATR design limits. (Note that the Vendor A temperature limitation was

Figure 6-14.  HTTL setup for room temperature evaluation of THWM.

Table 6-2.  Room temperature results from THWM probe.

Material Probe Average Measured Effective 
Thermal Conductivity (W/m2K)

Average 
Reported Value 

(W/m2K)

Ratio of Reported to 
USU/INL Measured Values

SiO2 1.353 1.38 1.020
Delrin 0.281 0.295 1.050
Lexan 0.247 0.207 0.838

Acrylic 0.215 0.216 1.005
Particle Board 0.149 0.135 0.906

(a) (b) 
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established primarily because of instabilities associated with the sensor response as its coils pass
through a material-specific Curie temperature at approximately 360 ºC. Hence, including   Vendor
A   LVDT was deemed appropriate because alternate materials, that are not susceptible to Curie
temperature effects, could be incorporated into their sensor design. Likewise, Vendor B indicated
that alternate components could be used in their sensor design so that it was smaller in diameter).
In both cases, limited data were available to verify either manufacturer's claims regarding their
performance at high temperature. 

During   FY09, INL completed several tasks to compare candidate design performance. First,
laboratory calibration tests were completed to compare candidate LVDT response at temperatures
up to 500 ºC. Second, LVDT stability and reliability were assessed through long duration testing
at 500 ºC. After these initial evaluations, a superior design was selected for additional evaluations.
First, finite element analyses were completed to verify the impact of gamma heating on LVDT
performance. Then, additional assessments were completed to evaluate any instabilities that may
occur when the preferred LVDT design was exposed to its Curie temperature. 

Table 6-3.   Representative ATR test conditions compared with candidate LVDT characteristics

Parameter  ATR 
Specification

Values for Candidate LVDTs 
Vendor A Vendor B

Total LVDT Displacement (e.g., stroke), mm > +/- 2.5 +/- 2.5-6.0
Resolution, mm 10-2

Sensitivity, V/m > 50 60 51
Maximum operating temperature, K 773 >773a

a. Some loss of accuracy occurs temporarily at the Curie temperature of 355 °C (628 K)

920
Normal operating pressure, MPa 0.101 -15.5 15.5 16.5
Peak thermal flux, E < 0.625 eV, neutrons/cm2sb

b. Peak values; based on a NE lobe source power of 18 MW. Fluence is based on 3 years of operation at 75% 
utilization.

3.6 x 1014 3 x 1013c

c. Typical operating values in Halden reactor.

NAd

d. Not available or applicable (depending on context).

Integrated thermal fluence, E < 0.625 eV, neutrons/cm2b 8.5 x1021 NAe

e. LVDTs have functioned for more than 10 years in HBWR without problems. 

NA
Peak fast flux, E >1 MeV, neutrons/cm2sb 1.8 x 1014 3 x 1013 NA
Integrated fast fluence,   E > 1 MeV, neutrons/cm2b 4.3 x1021 NAe NA
Integrated gamma exposure,  ��cm2b 9 x1022 NAe NA
Maximum LVDT Diameter, mm 12-25.4f

f. Smaller diameter preferred.

12 25.4
Maximum LVDT Length, mm 63.8 66 63.8
Test environment Water (to 

350 ºC) and 
Inert Gas 

(Neon, Helium) 
to 500 ºC)

Water or Inert Gas Water or Inert 
Gas

Distance from test capsule to where soft extension cable 
can be used, m

12 NA NA

Length of leads until T < 200 ºC, m 7 NA NA
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Calibration and long duration high temperature evaluations were completed using specialized
fixtures for LVDT positioning, vendor-specific LVDT signal conditioning equipment, and a com-
puterized data acquisition system in conjunction with a high temperature tube furnace. The gen-
eral arrangements for both calibration and long duration testing are depicted in Figure 6-15. 

Consistent with established practice, linear curve fits for such data at each temperature over
the design range (of +/- 2.5 mm for both candidate LVDTs) were determined. Results for LVDT
A1 at 500 ºC, as shown in Figure 6-16a, are typical. LVDT response data, a linear fit through that
data, and the deviation of the data relative to the linear fit are all shown in the figure. It is worth
noting that LVDT A1 has a maximum deviation of less than +/- 0.02 mm (or +/- 0.8%) over its
design range of +/- 2.5 mm. Furthermore, its linear deviation is symmetric with respect to its null
position. This is evident in that its deviation is ~0 at a displacement of 0 and the (absolute value
of) deviations are approximately equal for equal but opposite displacements from null. Corre-
sponding results for LVDT 1 from Vendor B (LVDT B1) are shown in Figure 6-16b. There are
several notable differences apparent through comparison of curves in Figure 6-16. Specifically,
the maximum linear deviation of LVDT B1 (at more than 0.044 mm, or more than 1.8%, over its
design range of ±2.5 mm) is more than twice the LVDT A1 maximum deviation. Furthermore, the
linear deviation of LVDT B1 is not symmetric with respect to its null position. In fact, its devia-
tion is ~0 at a displacement of ~1.2 mm. Deviations at ± 2.5 mm are ~0.017 and 0.044 mm,
respectively. Hence, this LVDT does not exhibit the desired symmetric behavior. Both LVDTs
should be capable of resolution in the 0.010 mm range, which is an ATR specification. However,

Figure 6-15.  Setup for LVDT calibration and long duration performance evaluations.

 

a. Calibration b. Long duration
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LVDT A1 would be expected to have a lower degree of uncertainty (as compared to LVDT B1)
because its deviation from linearity is relatively small. 

Related evaluations indicated that the Vendor A LVDT sensitivity (e.g, mV/mm) was consid-
erably higher than measured for Vendor B LVDTs at 500 ºC. Furthermore, the primary to second-
ary insulation resistance for LVDT B1 showed a sharp decrease after 300 ºC. At 500 ºC, primary
to secondary insulation resistances of   ~40 ohms were measured for LVDT B1, while the corre-
sponding insulation resistance for LVDT A1 were measured in excess of 1x106 ohms.

LVDTs from both vendors were also subjected to long duration tests to reveal any tendencies
for signal degradation or oscillation over time. Results for all four tested LVDTs are compared in
Figure 6-17. (Note that an unplanned power outage interrupted data collection during the time
period between ~700 and ~760 h. However, available information available indicates operation of
the high temperature furnace was unaffected.) In this evaluation, all four LVDTs were configured
in the test fixture with cores set as close to null positions as possible. Consequently, output for all
four LVDTs would be expected to be remain near 0 Vdc throughout the test. For comparison pur-
poses, calibration data for each LVDT (at 500 ºC) was used to convert measured output voltage to
an indicated displacement. Figure 6-17 presents the deviation of the indicated displacement, rela-
tive to the time 0 output, as a percentage of total linear travel (which is 5 mm for all sensors). Fol-
lowing this approach, a perfectly stable sensor would then register 0% deviation through time.

As indicated in this figure, Vendor A LVDTs were found to be very stable through ~330 h.
Their maximum deviation during that period is equivalent to a displacement of ~0.004 mm rela-
tive to their time 0 position. (Note that ~25 h were set aside for stabilization at 500 ºC before
marking time 0.) However, some periodic fluctuations in the response of Vendor A LVDTs began
to appear after ~330 h. Those fluctuations, primarily affecting LVDT A2, remained relatively
small for more than 350 h. Just before the unplanned power outage (at ~700 h), LVDT A2 fluctu-
ations dramatically increased in both magnitude and duration. Shortly thereafter, LVDT A1 signal
fluctuations increased; with relatively frequent oscillations until the end of the 1000 h test.
Although the reason (or reasons) for the behavior of Vendor A LVDTs during the later part of this
test are still under investigation, the vendor has indicated that they have observed similar trends as
a result of insulation degradation and that they believe that tendencies for insulation degradation

Figure 6-16.  Calibration data for 'standard' and 'non-standard' 500 ºC calibration data.

(a) LVDT 1 from Vendor A (LVDT A1) (b) LVDT 1 from Vendor B (LVDT B1) 
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may be minimized by changes in the heat treatment/curing process used in manufacturing. Further
evaluation of this improved manufacturing process is anticipated.) Results for Vendor B LVDTs
differ significantly compared to Vendor A. Specifically, Vendor B LVDTs show substantial oscil-
lation (starting at time 0) in addition to (as yet unexplained) dramatic step changes in indicated
deviations (near 130 h for LVDT B1 and near 210 h for LVDT B2). In fact, the LVDT B1 step
change is equivalent to a displacement of    ~0.6 mm, indicating a reduction in stability by a factor
of ~150 compared to Vendor A LVDTs during the first 330 h of the test. 

The superior performance of the Vendor A LVDTs has led INL to complete additional evalua-
tions of sensors from this vendor, who has indicated that they may be identified as the IFE-HRP.
First, finite element analyses were completed to verify the impact of gamma heating on LVDT
performance. Results indicate that peak LVDT coil temperatures during irradiation from gamma
heating at the center of the core in a flux trap will lead to maximum temperatures of 400 ºC. Sec-
ond, additional assessments were completed between 300 and 420 ºC to assess any instabilities
that may occur when the preferred LVDT design was exposed to its Curie temperature. Represen-
tative results indicate that localized signal decreases of up to 50% may occur due to Curie temper-
ature effects.    However, these drops are typically limited to a 10 ºC range.   Vendor A, after
seeing these results, is investigating several options to improve their LVDT performance at high
temperature. During FY10, INL will complete laboratory evaluations of the improved Vendor A
LVDTs.

6.3.3.  Ultrasonics

Although LVDTs have been successfully deployed at other test reactors and are being
investigated for ATR applications, ultrasonics offer the potential for a more compact, higher
temperature, more accurate, and multi-dimensional real-time sensor for detecting geometry
changes during irradiation. During FY09, INL and Pennsylvania State University (PSU)
investigated the feasibility of ultrasonic testing (UT) for detecting geometry changes.

Figure 6-17.  Comparison of LVDT response during long duration testing at 500 ºC.
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UT utilizes high frequency sound waves to examine a given specimen. A transducer is
used to convert an electrical signal to mechanical vibrations which transmits the ultrasonic waves
into the specimen. After propagating through the specimen, the ultrasonic waves are either
reflected back to the transmitter (pulse-echo mode) or are picked up by a second transducer
(through-transmission mode). The received signal is then converted back into an electrical signal
by one of the transducers. The recorded waveform can then be analyzed to determine various
properties of the structure. For example, the time-of-flight in a creep specimen will increase due
to specimen elongation. Also, the plastic deformation associated with creep can alter the
frequency spectrum of the received signal.

The use of ultrasonic inspection techniques as an in-pile sensor is challenging for two
reasons. First, typical operating conditions (350°C) are well above the Curie temperature of
conventional transducer materials87 and the transducer will stop functioning. Second,
conventional transducers are typically not suitable for radiation exposure. Radiation can damage
transducer materials and degrade their performance.88 through 89 Furthermore, conventional
transducers often contain elements, such as lead, lithium, and gold, that transmute into toxic
substances. 

One possible solution is to locate the transducer outside of the radiation environment and
transmit the ultrasonic waves to the specimen via a wire waveguide.90 though 91 This is possible
because of guided wave phenomena. Guided waves occur when the ultrasonic waves interact with
the boundaries (surfaces) of a specimen and constructive interference leads to a unique wave
structure. Because the boundaries of the specimen contain the ultrasonic energy, a specimen can
be interrogated at the end of a very long waveguide. Figure 6-18 shows a conceptual design of this
approach. Using the equipment shown in Figure 6-19, bench-top tests were completed to
investigate this design. The setup includes five components: the magnetostrictive transducer (e.g.,
driver coil), the Remendur guide, a coupling, the stainless steel wave guide, and the sample.
Initial evaluations considered the sample geometry shown in Figure 6-19 because prior
evaluations90 indicate that this acoustic horn enhances the signal. Evaluations included several
different sets of electronics to optimize the signal.  

Testing demonstrated that energy can be transmitted into the sample and can be received in
both pulse-echo and through-transmission mode. (A through transmission signal was monitored
using a contact piezo 1.5 MHz broadband transducer). Testing also demonstrated that the use of a
magnetostrictive sleeve (Figure 6-20 shows candidate designs) eliminated the need for a brass

Figure 6-18.  Typical setup for detecting sample length changes with an ultrasonic transducer.
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joint to connect magnetostrictive material to stainless steel. However, results suggest that the laser
weld used to join the acoustic horn to the 30 foot wave guide hinders transmission and reception
of the signal. In fact, additional optimization efforts are needed for most of the components shown
in Figure 6-18. For example, alternate coupling methods should be explored in which the magne-
tostrictive transducer is directly coupled to a stainless steel wave guide. Alternate wave guide
materials, such as molybdenum or Inconel, should also be explored that have higher temperature
and better repeatability characteristics. In addition, efforts are needed to optimize the design of the
acoustic horn for specimens of interest to ATR customers. Ultimately, prior to ATR testing, this
technology should be evaluated at PWR temperatures and pressures in an autoclave.

Figure 6-19.  UT testing equipment evaluating specimen attached to acoustic horn and 30 ft wave guide. 

Figure 6-20.  Candidate magnetostrictive sleeve designs investigated.
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6.4.  Mechanical Property Evaluations 

Several methods, in various stages of development, offer the potential to provide users
new techniques for obtaining mechanical property data during irradiation. As part of the U.S. gas
reactor development program, a pushrod method is being deployed that can provide real-time data
to users about the load being transmitted to samples during testing. In addition, development
efforts have been initiated to provide users real-time detection of elongation for a fixed load and
crack growth with a variable load. 

6.4.1.  Monitored Pushrod Load

Although no sensors are included to provide real-time data on sample dimensional changes,
the ATR instrumented capsule for evaluating graphite performance92 contains specialized compo-
nents that can detect the compression applied to samples during irradiation. Figure 6-21 shows
major components of this design. In this capsule, matched pairs of stressed and unstressed sam-
ples will be irradiated, and their dimensions will be compared after irradiation. Rams in this
design are located above the core away from high neutron and gamma fields. The rams' force is
transmitted by stainless steel pushrods. Graphite pushrods are attached to the stainless steel push-
rods to transmit the force inside the high-temperature graphite body. The force on the graphite
channel is monitored by an in-line load cell between the stainless steel and graphite pushrods. The
load cell juncture is located at an elevation above the core. The pressure within each pneumatic
piston will be continuously monitored to maintain the design stress level. A second pneumatic
ram, which is located at the bottom of the capsule below the core, is capable of displacing the
graphite sample stack. During reactor outages, when the load from the ram above the core is
removed, the graphite specimen stack is “upset” by displacement from the lower rams. This pro-
cedure will assure that the graphite stack is not jammed in the channel and, thus, that the applied
load is actually being transmitted to all of the stressed specimens in the channel. In-line load cells,
which are located away from the core, are used to measure applied loads on the graphite columns. 

Figure 6-21.   Sketch of the AGC-1 in-pile tube assembly
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6.4.2.  In-Pile Loading and with Monitored Sample Deformation for LWR conditions

During FY08, efforts were initiated to develop instrumented creep testing of specimens in
Light Water Reactor (LWR) coolant conditions in the ATR. A new creep test instrument has been
developed to have similar capabilities of those currently used at the HBWR, e.g., applied load 92-
350 MPa at the temperatures between 290 and 370 °C up to at least 2 dpa.93 During FY09, efforts
focussed on finalizing a design that could be tested in an autoclave at INL’s High Temperature
Test Laboratory (HTTL) and ultimately incorporated into an ATR PWR loop.

Figure 6-22 shows major components of the proposed test rig design developed by INL in
collaboration with the IFE-HRP. As indicated in this figure, major components include a tensile
specimen, a bellows that will apply a load to the specimen when it is subjected to external
pressure, an LVDT fabricated by IFE-HRP (Vendor A in the Section 6.3.1 description of LVDT
evaluations completed by INL), and fixturing to connect these components.

An unaged (e.g., not precipitate-hardened) Inconel 718 hydro-formed metal bellows,
manufactured by Miniflex, has been chosen with the specifications listed in Table 6-4. Although
bellows could be fabricated from other materials (e.g., Inconel 625, Inconel X-750 or stainless
steel), Inconel 718 was selected because of its superior mechanical properties (e.g., yield strength,
ductility, and radiation resistance). 

Figure 6-22.  Creep test rig design. 
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Specimen size is determined based on anticipated loads during creep testing at LWR
pressures.    The radius for candidate specimens can be estimated from the peak force that will be
exerted by the bellows on a specimen. Using the effective bellow area (0.794 cm2 / 0.123 in2 from
Table 6-4) and the peak system pressure (2300 psi from Table 6-5), the peak force that will be
exerted by the bellows is (2300 psi*0.123 in2) or 282.9 lbf. The stress exerted on a tensile
specimen for this force is a function of its gauge area. which in turn can be related to its radius.
Proposed specimen radii for testing at nominal PWR pressure (e.g., 2250 psi) are shown in Figure
6-23. For the desired range of stress loads (90-350 MPa), the specimen radius should range
between approximately 1.1 to 2.1 mm to obtain such stresses. For initial testing, it is proposed
using specimens with a radii of 1.1, 1.5, and 2 mm. During FY10, a test plan will be developed
that identifies the range of specimen geometries and materials for testing.

Table 6-4.  Bellow specifications for creep test rig
Part Number I718-320-110-790
Convolution ID / Convolution OD, cm (inches) 0.719/ 1.295 (0.283 / 0.510)
Wall Thickness, cm (inches) 0.02794 (0.0110)
Neck O.D. / Neck I.D. cm (inches) 0.818/ 0.759 (0.322 / 0.299)
Neck Length, cm (inches) 0.376 (0.148)
Convolution Free Length, cm (inches) 2.134 (0.840)
Maximum Deflection (compression) 0.146
Spring Rate, kg/cm (lbs./inch) 14.1 (790)
Effective Area, cm2 (sq.inch) 0.794 (0.123)
Squirm Rating (P.S.I.G) 26.2 (3800)
Burst Rating (P.S.I.G) 55.2 (8000)
Number of Convolutions 13

Figure 6-23.  Estimated stress for candidate specimen sizes assuming 2250 psi test pressure.
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The LVDT will be provided by IFE-HRP. As discussed in Section 4, an LVDT consists of
one primary coil and two secondary coils with a ferromagnetic core in the center of the coil
system. The primary coil is activated by a 400 Hz constant current generator, and the position of
the magnetically permeable core in relation to the secondary coils affects the balance of the
voltage signal from the secondary coils. The position of the core can be measured with an
accuracy of ± 1 �m. The IFE-HRP has installed more than 2200 LVDTs in different test rigs in the
HBWR. A failure rate of less than 10% after 5 year of operation is expected for their LVDTs
operating in BWR, PWR or CANDU conditions. Although IFE-HRP is not certified to the ISO
9001, they manufacture sensors following ISO 9001 requirements. Instrumentation provided by
IFE HRP will be delivered with certificate of completion, assembly drawings, certificates of all
materials used in the fixtures, welding qualifications, calibrations, documents, photos, etc. During
FY10, INL will interact with Quality Assurance (QA) personnel to insure that the proposed
fixture and sensors can be tested in the ATR NSUF PWR loop. Preliminary discussions with QA
personnel indicate that the IFE-HRP sensors will meet ATR NSUF instrumentation checkout
requirements. However, it is recognized that individual customers using such sensors may request
more rigorous QA requirements. 

As discussed in Section 6.2, calculations were completed to assess the impact on gamma
heating on LVDT temperatures during irradiations at several irradiation locations in the ATR.
Results indicate that peak LVDT temperatures may reach 400 °C if this sensor were placed at the
peak flux location within the ATR core (e.g., at the center of the center flux trap at full power). As
noted in Section 4, LVDTs have run for long durations in the HBWR at 350 °C without
experiencing degradation. Therefore, temperatures of 400 °C may not be of concern.
Furthermore, it is anticipated that the actual position of the LVDT (offset by 121 mm from the
tensile specimen that is placed at a higher flux location) will lead to lower peak LVDT
temperatures. Detailed calculations should be completed once the specific location of an
irradiation in the ATR is determined. If peak temperatures are of concern, the LVDT vendor (IFE-
HRP) is in the process of altering LVDT fabrication processes such that these sensors can
withstand higher temperatures. 

Anticipated ATR PWR loop and PWR operating conditions will be simulated in a
laboratory setting using an autoclave. Proposed coolant conditions for autoclave testing are listed
in Table 6-5.

Table 6-5.  Experimental parameters for autoclave coolant 
Coolant Pressurized H2O
Temperature (°C) 280-350
System pressure MPa (psi) 15.51 - 15.86 (2250-2300)
Coolant chemistry

Oxygen (25 °C), ppm <0.005
Hydrogen (D2), ppm 2.2 - 4.4
pH (at 25 °C) 4.2-10.5
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Figure 6-24 shows the positioning of the test rig in an existing autoclave at the HTTL. Test
startup will be initiated by completing the following steps:

• Place fixture in the autoclave
• Fill autoclave with cold water. Test water chemistry and adjust, as needed, to insure that

the pH at pressure is within the values specified in Table 6-5
• Secure lid on autoclave and assemble tubing.
• Using the pump, pressurize the autoclave to the pressure level established by the back -

pressure regulator. 

With the pump running the autoclave will be vented through the two vent valves until it is liquid 
solid. Heat up of the autoclave will then begin. The autoclave will be manually vented periodi-
cally during heat up to remove any air that may come out of solution. Several degrees of subcool-
ing will be maintained in the autoclave. The pump will operate continuously throughout the test 
period to make up for any fluid loss. The back pressure regulator will maintain the pressure con-
stant throughout the test period and can be used to adjust the system pressure if so desired.).    

Autoclave tests will be conducted at these conditions for 1000 hrs. During testing, coolant
will be periodically sampled, and pH will be recorded. LVDT signals from an IFE-HRP signal
processing unit and TC signals will be monitored using LabView based software on a PC. 

The signal processing system available from IFE-HRP excites the primary coil with 400-
1000Hz, 20-50mA constant current. With this constant current system, the input voltage to the

Figure 6-24.  Schematic of test rig positioned in autoclave for testing. 
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LVDT is directly proportional to the wire/coil resistance of the LVDT. At room temperature, a
typical resistance is ~90 ohm for the primary coil and 16 meter of cable. At temperature, typical
values are 200 ohm at 350 °C. 200 ohms at 50mA equals to a voltage of 10VAC. The secondary
voltages that are transmitted back to the data acquisition system are very low, typically less than 1
VAC (but the output from the electronics unit is higher due to the electronic gain in the unit). Note
that the input and output signals from the LVDT are pure sinusoidal.

After testing, the autoclave will be disassembled and components visually inspected to
assess what, if any, damage occurred during testing. Specimen elongation will be measured and
compared with data obtained during testing. 

6.4.3.  In-Pile Crack Growth Detection

As discussed in Section 4.3.6, the Halden Boiling Water Reactor (HBWR) is capable of
performing irradiations with on-line crack propagation monitoring. HBWR tests employ an
inverse Direct Current Potential Drop (DCPD) method. The technique consists of introducing a
precisely controlled current   across the specimen and measuring the drop in voltage at different
axial locations (which increases as crack length increases). In recent years, the HRP approach for
in-core crack monitoring has been modified to also incorporate dynamic loading of the specimen
during irradiation. HBWR testing has provided considerable in-pile data for BWR chemistry and
irradiation conditions. Until recently, it was believed that the current database on environmentally
assisted cracking (EAC), coupled with theoretical understanding and modeling, was sufficient to
avoid additional expensive in-core crack growth experiments for BWR conditions. However, as
new materials become of interest and as currently in service materials reach higher and higher

Figure 6-25.  Pumping system to pressurize autoclave coolant.
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fluences, this conclusion no longer holds. Furthermore, several important EAC problems in
PWRs have been less extensively studied than their BWR counterparts; and there is considerable
interest in obtaining crack growth data under conditions of simultaneous irradiation and
mechanical stress. To facilitate such tests being performed at INL's Advanced Test Reactor
(ATR), INL funded MIT to complete an initial effort to review the state of the art in-core crack
growth measurement with the objective of recommending a conceptual design for implementation
in the ATR. 

As discussed in Reference 96, the two major classes of in-pile crack growth experiments
can be grouped by the type of specimen employed:   smooth bars or well-defined pre-cracked
specimens. Smooth bar tests are generally operated at quite high loads and strain rates and are
generally driven to failure. Examples include slow strain rate tests (which are rarely carried out
in-core) and constant load tests. Constant load tests are “integrated time-to-failure” studies that
are usually dominated by crack initiation time and do not give significant information on crack
growth rates. Pre-cracked specimen tests, in contrast, are designed to only give information
about crack growth rates. A sharp crack is introduced in the specimen before installation in the
reactor, and the crack growth rate is determined as a function of parameters such as stress
intensity factor and water chemistry. For ATR applications, it has been decided to pursue crack
growth experiments. Such experiments are significantly more complex in terms of specimen
preparation, in-core instrumentation requirements, and in-core experiment conduct. Hence, it is
believed that once a crack growth testing methodology is established, one could rapidly deploy a
smooth-bar, constant load test capability, if it were desired.

The major aspects of choosing a crack growth measurement technique are: specimen
geometry, loading mode (active or passive) and crack length measurement technique. Crack
length measurement by the switched DC potential drop (DCPD) technique is very well
established and has become a de facto standard for in-core measurements. It is applicable to most
specimen geometries, although specimen extensions are often used to provide adequate space to
connect current leads and voltage probes. As discussed in Reference 96, this method has been
applied in several research and test reactors. In addition, this technique has been applied in-core
and in recirculation piping autoclaves of commercial BWRs. Some out-of-core measurements
have used AC potential drop, but there do not appear to be significant advantages for this
technique. Another method frequently applied in out-of-core tests is to measure “crack tip
opening displacement” (COD) using a strain gauge. This is a very delicate procedure requiring
elements that are not readily adaptable to in-core environments. Thus, DCPD is proposed as the
reference method for evaluation because of its prior in-core experience and its robust and reliable
performance in appropriately designed and constructed systems.

Choices for specimen geometry and loading mode are inter-related and are much less
straightforward than the choice of crack length measurement method. Several types of passively
loaded specimens have been used for in-core and out-of-core crack growth studies. A typical
double cantilever beam (DCB) crack growth specimen is shown in Figure 6-26. The tapered shape
of the specimen provides for relatively constant stress intensity factor as the crack grows. Note
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that in this specimen, the current and potential drop probes are routed through mineral insulated
(MI) cables that are welded to the integral specimen connection box. After the probes are welded
to the specimen arms, the slots are sealed with a welded cover.

Passively loaded specimens are easier to use for in-core crack growth measurement
applications. The load is independent of system pressure; there is no active loading mechanism to
maintain and control;   and the DCPD crack length measurement can be readily set up for
computerized control and data acquisition with little experimenter intervention. However, this
ease of use is obtained at the cost of the ability to control the stress intensity at the crack tip. In
practice, this can lead to a variety of problems. The wedge loading mechanism is susceptible to
slippage, resulting in accidental reduction of the stress intensity. Even if the design loading and
stress intensity are maintained, they may not be sufficient to cause cracking under the
experimental conditions. In either case, specimens may show no, low, or erratic crack growth,
making it difficult to achieve the objectives of experiments designed to investigate the effect of
various parameters on crack growth rate. Passive loading also precludes the use of experimental
protocols that initiate crack growth only under the desired set of prototypical conditions (full
temperature and reactor power and appropriate coolant chemistry, for example.) This can reduce
the useful of life of the specimens and make post-irradiation evaluation of crack growth
mechanisms more difficult. Passive loading may allow for more specimens in a given facility
depending on the space requirements for the loading mechanism, although even passively loaded
specimens tend to be quite large and require numerous instrumentation feed-throughs.

These considerations led to the conclusion that actively loaded specimens for in-core
crack growth measurements should be pursued, despite their added complexity. There is, of
course, a great deal of overlap in the techniques and capabilities required to perform either
actively or passively loaded crack growth measurements. In either case, a complicated specimen
must be machined from appropriate materials (ultimately, pre-irradiated materials may be used for
ATR irradiations), a fatigue pre-crack must be initiated, instrumentation cables must be attached,
and the specimen must be fixtured for exposure in an in-core loop.   

Figure 6-26.   Section and exterior views of a passively loaded, double cantilever beam crack 
growth specimen used for in-core EAC experiments
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The use of active loading simplifies the specimen design because it is not necessary to use
a geometry that attempts to compensate for changes in crack tip stress intensity as the crack
grows. Rather, stress intensity can be controlled by changes in applied load. Adaptations of the
compact tension specimen geometry developed and specified for fracture toughness testing are
commonly used for EAC growth rate studies. Other types of specimens are used for crack
initiation studies, where simpler tests with larger numbers of specimens are required. In order to
make use of the existing data base of crack growth data for Compact Tension (CT) type
specimens (and in line with the practice used at other facilities for doing in-core crack growth
measurements), we propose using CT-type geometry. Note that the geometric constraints for EAC
testing are less stringent than those for fracture toughness testing, and this allows for greater
flexibility in specimen design to meet space constraints. In particular, specimen thickness for
crack growth specimens is often less than that required for valid fracture toughness testing.

Active in-core loading of specimens can be achieved in a variety of ways. Out-of-core
autoclave testing of this type most commonly uses a standard mechanical testing machine with
the pull-rod fed through a seal into the autoclave volume. This method has been applied in-core at
the MITR, but it is probably not appropriate for long-term testing such as that generally required
for crack growth measurements because of limitations on independent loading of more than one
specimen. While a number of specimens can be loaded in series, and provisions can be made to
continue loading other specimens after one or more have failed, all the specimens must be
subjected to the same load. This generally applies to any method that requires transmission of a
load from outside the core region into the in-core space, given that in-core testing locations are
inevitably long and narrow and must accommodate crack-growth-sized specimens in an axial
train. Note that the ability to independently control the load on a number of specimens helps
insure that appropriate crack growth rates can be established in all specimens.

The de facto standard solution to this problem is to use a loading system based on high
pressure miniature bellows with internal gas pressurization to apply controlled loads in core.
Small diameter gas lines can readily be fed into in-core spaces and relatively large loads can be
generated. The Halden approach uses a bellows in conjunction with a leveraged loading unit to
provide a mechanical advantage of about 2.5 times between the bellows load and the load applied
to the crack growth specimen. In this approach, the internal bellows pressure is raised above the
system pressure in order to apply a tensile load and a mechanical stop is used to prevent
compressive loading if bellows pressure is lost. 

A conceptual layout for a crack growth test rig containing two crack growth specimens
and associated ECP electrodes is shown in Figure 6-27. This unit would be installed in an in-core
PWR loops. Cables and thermocouples are not shown for clarity, but the design will allow
passage of the six instrumentation cables (e.g., the gas line for the lower specimen, the two ECP
cables, and two thermocouples) past the upper specimen and ultimately, out of the test reactor.

For initial autoclave testing, only one crack growth specimen and associated auxiliary
systems would be tested. An isometric drawing of the crack growth specimen is shown in Figure
6-27 with preliminary values for dimensions. The design of the specimen follows the
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requirements of ASTM E399-086 with the exception of the specimen thickness as discussed
above.   The posts shown are to facilitate connection of the mineral-insulated cable DCPD leads.
Knife edges are provided to measure crack tip opening displacement during loading tests and
fatigue pre-cracking (out of core).

Figure 6-29 shows an isometric view of the proposed loading system with a specimen
installed. Proposed dimensions for this system are also shown. The loading system incorporates a

Figure 6-27.  Cutaway 3-D rendering of an in-core crack growth measurement test rig incorporat-
ing two crack growth specimens with two ECP electrodes. Note that this design is for the MITR, 
but it is anticipated that a similar concept would easily fit within an ATR PWR loop.

Figure 6-28.  Isometric and dimensioned drawing of proposed crack growth specimen.
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customized miniature bellows assembly manufactured by Mini-flex Corporation. Specifications
for the bellows are given in Table 6-6.  

Several systems will be required to operate and monitor crack growth measurement
samples. Descriptions with preliminary specifications for their performance are provided below.

• Bellows pressurization system

The difference between the pressure in the bellows and the loop system pressure will set
the load applied to the crack growth specimen. Note that at this time, because of concerns about
potential voiding in a PWR loop, the pressurizing medium and system design have not yet been
finalized. However, for a crack tip stress intensity of 30 MPa/m (a typical value for crack growth
testing in sensitized stainless steels), a bellows internal pressure of 15.5 MPa (2240 psi) will be
required. If the system pressure is 11.0 MPa (1600 psi), this corresponds to a total bellows internal
pressure of 26.5 MPa (3840 psi). Thus, a pressurization system capable of controlling pressures in
the range of 27.6-34,5 (4,000 - 5,000 psi) will be required. The system should accept a system
pressure signal and provide feedback control of the bellows-system pressure differential at a
determined set point. Flow limitation, leak detection, and high and low pressure alarms will also
be required.

Figure 6-29.  Isometric and dimensioned drawing of proposed crack growth specimen.

Table 6-6.   Bellow Specification for Use in In-Pile Crack Growth Test Rig
Material Inconel 718 

Bellows length 0.84 cm (0.33 in) 
Overall length 1.55 cm (0.61 in)

OD /ID (0.493 in / 0.298 in) 
Effective area 0.794 cm2 (0.123 in2)

Stroke 0.19 cm (0.075 in)
Spring rate 116.1 kg/cm (650 lb/in) 

P-max 20.7 MPa (3,000 psi) 
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• DCPD crack length and ECP measurement system

This system consists of a 1 amp power supply with relays for reversing potential applied
to the sample, together with a high impedance voltmeter interfaced to a computer data acquisition
system. The data acquisition system must be programmable to perform periodic DCPD
measurements, applying an appropriate algorithm to calculate the crack length from the measured
potentials and to measure and record ECP during intervals where DCPD current is not applied to
the samples.

• Mechanical Loading System

An appropriate mechanical testing system will be required to produce a fatigue pre-crack
in the crack growth measurement sample. For eventual application to pre-irradiated materials this
system will need to be installed in a hot cell. A system capable of applying loads of up to
approximately 1500 lbf will be adequate for most specimens. Apparatus for measuring crack tip
opening displacement may also be required.

If funding is allocated, a multi-year development program has proposed to finalize the
design described in this section, complete laboratory tests in an autoclave, and demonstrate in-pile
capabilities by completing irradiation testing at the MITR. Results from this three year effort will
then be used to finalize a design for ATR testing.

6.5.  Summary

As indicated in this section, INL has initiated efforts to obtain new sensors for detecting key
parameters (e.g., temperature, length, diameter, etc.). As discussed in Section 5, initial efforts are
focussing on sensors that can provide data needed for ATR NSUF users and on ‘lower risk” tech-
nologies that are already deployed at other MTRs. These initial efforts have led to two new sen-
sors becoming available to ATR users: the doped Mo/Nb HTIR-TCs (Section 6.1.1) and silicon
carbide temperature monitors (Section 6.1.2). During FY10, it is anticipated that ongoing efforts
to evaluate a creep test rig in an autoclave at the HTTL will yield a fixture ready for deployment
in an ATR PWR loop. In addition, ongoing efforts for developing an inpile technique for detecting
changes in average thermal conductivity are anticipated to become closer for inpile evaluation.
During FY10, efforts will also be initiated to evaluate the viability of using miniature fission
chambers developed by CEA and other flux detection systems (e.g., SPNDs) at the ATR-C. In
addition, efforts to explore the use of ultrasonic transducers for in-pile detection of elongation and
crack growth will be initiated. Based on funding availability, efforts may also be initiated to fur-
ther develop the crack growth conceptual design described in Section 6.4. 
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